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Subject Name: UNIX & Shell Programming Subject Code-MCA301
Year: 2ND Year Semester: SECOND

Module
Number

Topics Number of Lectures

1 Introduction: 5L
1. Organization of UNIX. 2L
2. User interface, Programmer interface. 3L

2
System calls 12L

1. The environment of UNIX process
System calls.

4L

2. Process control, File related system calls. 4L
3. Process related system calls. Signals

programming using system calls.
4L

3
I/O 4L

1. Advanced I/O multiplexing. Memory
mapped I/O.

4L

4 Inter-process communications 9L
1. Interprocess communication: Pipes,

shared memory, semaphores, messages.
5L

2. Advanced inter-process communications.
Streams, Pipes, Open server

4L

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.

Assignment:
Module-1 (Introduction):

1. User interface vs programmer interface

Module-2 (System calls):
1. Different system calls.

Module-3 (I/O):
1. Advanced Memory mapped I/O

Module-4 (Interprocess communication):
1. Interprocess communication
2. Pipes
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Subject Name: Cloud Computing Code-MCA302
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Third
Module Number Topics Number of Lectures

1
Cloud Computing Fundamental, Business Agility 6L
Cloud computing definition,private,public and hybrid
cloud. Cloud types, Iaas, Saas. Benefits and
challenges of cloud computing. Role of virtualization
in enabling the cloud.

2 Cloud Applications 5L
Technologies and the processes required when
deploying web services; Deploying a web service
from inside and outside a cloud architecture,
advantages and disadvantages

3 Cloud Services Management, Cloud Economics 9L
Reliability, availability and security of services
deployed from the cloud. Cloud Computing
infrastructures available for implementing cloud
based services. Economics of choosing a Cloud
platform for an organization, based on application
requirements, economic constraints and business
needs.

4 Application Development 8L
Service creation environments to develop cloud
based applications. Development environments for
service development; Amazon, Azure, Google App.

5 Best Practice Cloud IT Model 7L

Analysis of Case Studies when deciding to adopt
cloud computing architecture. How to decide if the
cloud is right for your requirements. Cloud based
service, applications and development platform
deployment so as to improve the total cost of
ownership (TCO)

Total Number Of Hours = 35

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.
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Subject Name: Cloud Computing Code-CS701
Year: 4thYear Semester: First

Assignment:

Module-1 (Cloud Computing Fundamental, Business Agility):
1. Explain private,public and hybrid cloud. What are the different types of Cloud are present?
2. Mention the Benefits and challenges of cloud computing.

Module-2 (Cloud Applications):
1. What are the technologies and the processes required when deploying web services in cloud?
2. Explain the deployment of web service from inside and outside a cloud architecture.

Module-3 (Cloud Services Management, Cloud Economics):
1. Explain reliability, availability and security of services deployed from the cloud.
2. What are the economic constraints and business needs to implement cloud environment?

Module-4 (Application Development):
1. How service creation environments are used to develop cloud based applications?
2. Explain how development environments for service development are used.

Module-5 (Best Practice Cloud IT Model):
1. How do you decide if the cloud is right for your requirements?
2. Explain Cloud based service.
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Title of Course: Intelligent System
Course Code: MCA303

L-T: 3-1 Course Credits: 4

Objective: Introducing concepts, models, algorithms, and tools for development of
intelligent systems. Example topics include artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms,
fuzzy systems, swarm intelligence, ant colony optimization, artificial life, and hybridizations of
the above techniques. Students will be able to sense these techniques from a machine learning
perspective. This domain is called Computational Intelligence, and is a numerical interpretation
of biological intelligence.

Learning Outcome: On the completion of this course, the student will have:

 An understanding of fundamental computational intelligence and machine learning
models.

 Implemented neural networks, genetic algorithms, and other computational
intelligence and machine learning algorithms.

 Applied computational intelligence and machine learning techniques to classification,
prediction, pattern recognition, and optimization problems.

Course Contents:
Computational intelligences, agents, example application domains, Representation and
reasoning systems, Datalog, syntax and semantics, variables, queries, answers, recursion.
Proofs, soundness, completeness, top-down and bottom-up reasoning, function symbols,
Searching, graphics, generic search engine, blind search strategies, heuristic search, A* search.
Pruning the search space, search direction, iterative deepening, dynamic programming,
constraint satisfaction, consistency algorithms, hill climbing, randomized algorithms.
Knowledge representation issues, defining a solution, choosing a representation, semantic
networks, frames, primitive and derived relations. Equality, inequality, unique names
assumption, complete knowledge assumption, negation as failure. Actions and planning.
STRIPS representation, situation calculus, forward planning, resolution and planning. The
STRIPS planner, Midterm, Regression Planning. A building situated robots Robot
Architectures

Textbooks:
1. Computational Intelligence : Concepts to Implementations by Eberhart & Shi

Reference Books:
1. Introduction to Genetic Algorithms by Melanie Mitchell
2. Handbook of Genetic Algorithms by Davis
3. Machine Learning by Tom Mitchell
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Subject Name: Operating System and System Soft wares Subject Code-MCA304
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Third

Module
Number

Topics Number of Lectures

1

Introduction: 4L
1. Introduction to OS. Operating system

functions, evaluation of O.S
.

1

2. Evaluation of O.S., Different types of O.S. 1
3. batch, multi-programmed, time-sharing 1
4. Different types of O.S.: real-time,

distributed, parallel 1

2

System Structure: 3L
1. Computer system operation, I/O structure,

storage structure
2

2. O/S services, system calls.
1

Process Management:

4.
Processes: 3L

1. Concept of processes, process scheduling,
operations on processes 3

CPU scheduling: 5L
1. scheduling criteria, preemptive & non-

preemptive scheduling 2
2. scheduling algorithms (FCFS, SJF, RR,

priority), 3

6
Process  Synchronization: 4L

1. background,  critical  section  problem,
critical  region 2

2. Synchronization hardware, classical
problems of synchronization, semaphores. 2

7

Deadlocks: 5L
1. System model, deadlock characterization 1
2. Methods for handling deadlocks, deadlock

prevention
2

3. Deadlock avoidance, deadlock detection 2

9

Virtual Memory: 3L
1. Demand paging, performance

1
2. Page replacement, page replacement

algorithms (FCFS, LRU) 2

12

Disk Management: 3L

1. disk structure, disk scheduling (FCFS,
SSTF, SCAN,C-SCAN) ,disk reliability, 3



13

Protection & Security:
Protection & Security: 2L

1. Goals of protection, domain of protection,
Security problem, authentication 2

2. Worm and Viruses 1

Total Number Of Hours = 32

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.
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Assignment:
1. What is the job of operating system?

2. Explain the benefits of Multithreading?

3. Describe the process life cycle with proper diagram

4. Describe different type of Disk Scheduling.

5. What is fragmentation? Why we need fragmentation?

6. Describe the necessary conditions for Deadlock.

7. What do you mean by starvation explain with proper example?

8. Using “ preemptive shortest remaining time first” find out the Average waiting time.

Process Name Burst Time Arrival Time
P1 3 0
P2 6 2
P3 4 4
P4 5 6
P5 2 89. Difference between Anti-Virus and Firewall.
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Subject Name: Management Accounting Subject Code: HU301
Year: 2nd Year Semester: THIRD

Module
Number

Topics Number of
Lectures

1

Background - Nature of Management Accounting

Financial Analysis - Cash Flow Statement (as per AS3), Financial
Statements Analysis

7

2
Cost Accumulation - Fundamentals of Job-Order Batch & Process
Costing, Variable Costing and Absorption (Full) Costing, Activity Based
Costing System

9

3
Profit Planning - Cost -Volume-Profit Analysis, Budgeting and Profit
Planning, Flexible Budgeting

8

4

Cost Control - Standard Costs and quality Costs, Cost Variance Analysis,
Revenue and Profit Variance Analysis, Responsibility Accounting

Relevant Costing – Introduction – Relevant Costs and Revenues- Cost
Concepts – Outsourcing Decision – Decision to accept or reject a special
order – Decision to continue or abandon a project

9

5 Total Cost Management – Introduction – TCM and Business
competitive edge - TCM Principles and implementation

8

Total Number Of Hours = 41 L
Prof DR Preeti Sharma Prof DR Preeti Sharma

Faculty In-Charge HOD, Management Dept
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Subject Name: Statistics & Numerical Techniques Subject Code-M301
Year: 2nd Year Semester: THIRD

Module Number Topics Number of Lectures
(25)

Errors 2

Approximationin
numericalcomputation,Truncationandrounding
errors
Interpolation 5
Lagrange’s interpolation,Newtonforwardand
backward differences interpolation,Newtondivided
difference.
NumericalIntegration 3
Trapezoidal rule,Simpson 1/3 rule,Weddle’srule
Numericalsolutionofasystemof linear equation 5
Gausseliminationmethod, Matrix inversion,LU
factorizationmethod,Gauss-
Jacobimethod,GaussSeidelmethod.
AlgebraicEquation 5

Bisection method,Secantmethod,Regula–
Falsimethod,NewtonRaphsonmethod,Method
ofIteration
Numericalsolutionofordinarydifferentialequation 5

Taylor’sseriesmethod,Euler’smethod,Runga–
kuttamethod,predictor–correction method

Faculty In-Charge HOD, Maths Dept.

Assignment:
Errors:

1. Find the relative error if 2/3 is approximated to 0.667.
2. Find the percentage error if 625.483 is approximated to three significant figures.
3. Find the relative error in taking  = 3.141593 as 22/7.
4. The height of an observation tower was estimated to be 47 m, whereas its actual height was

45 m. calculate the percentage relative error in the measurement.
5. Two numbers are 3.5 and 47.279 both of which are correct to the significant figures given.

Find their product.

Interpolations:

1. Apply Newton’s backward Interpolation to the data below, to obtain a polynomial of degree4
in x



:x 1 2 3 4 5
( ) :f x 1 -1 1 -1 1

2. Using Newton’s backward Interpolation, find the value of (2)f from the following table:
:x 1 3 4 5 6 7
( ) :f x 2.68 3.04 3.38 3.68 3.96 4.21

3. Using Newton’s Forward Interpolation, the area A of a circle of diameter d .
:d 80 85 90 95 100
:A 5026 5674 6362 7088 7854

Calculate the area of a circle of diameter 105.
4. Estimate the value of (22)f and (42)f from the following available data:

:x 20 25 30 35 40 45
( ) :f x 354 332 291 260 231 204

Using Newton’s Forward Interpolation
5. Find ( )f x as a polynomial in x for the following data by Newton’s divided difference

method:
:x -4 -1 0 2 5
( ) :f x 1245 33 5 9 1335

6. Using Newton’s divided difference method to find ( )f x from the following available data:
:x 0 1 2 4 5 6
( ) :f x 1 14 15 5 6 19.

Numerical Integrations:

1. Apply trapezoidal rule to find the integral
1

0

sin .I x dx 
2. Find, from the following table the area bounded by the curve and the x-axis from 7.47x  to

7.52x ,        7.47 1.93, 7.48 1.95, 7.49 1.98, 7.50 2.01,f f f f   

   7.51 2.03, 7.52 2.06.f f 

3. Evaluate
1

2
0

1 ,
1

I dx
x


 correct to three decimal places and also find the approximate value

of .
4. A solid of revolution is formed by rotating about the x-axis the area between the x-axis, the

lines 0x  and 1x  and a curve through the points with the following coordinates:
        0,1 , 0.25,0.9896 0.5,0.9589 , 0.75,0.9089 , 1,0.8415 .

AlgebraicEquation:
1. Find the root of the following equations correct three decimal places by the Regulafalsi

method: 3 1 0x x   .
2. Using Regulafalsi method, compute the real root of the following equation correct to four

decimal places: 2xxe  .
3. Find the root of the following equations correct three decimal places by the Regulafalsi

method: 6 4 3 1 0x x x    .
4. Find the root of the following equations correct three decimal places by the bisection method :

0xx e 
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Subject Name: Statistics & Numerical Techniques Subject Code-M301
Year: 2nd Year Semester: THIRD

5. Find the root of the following equations, using the bisection method correct three decimal
places: cos 0x x 

6. Using the bisection method to find a root of the equation to four decimal places:
3 9 1 0x x  

Numericalsolutionofordinarydifferentialequation:

1. Using Runge-kutta method of order 4, find (0.2)y given that
13 , (0) 1
2

dy x y y
dx
   taking

0.1h  .
2. Using Runge-kutta method of order 4, compute (0.2)y and (0.4)y from

2 210 , (0) 1dy x y y
dx
   taking 0.1h  .

3. Using Milne’s predictor-corrector method to obtain the solution of the equation 2dy x y
dx
 

at 0.8x  given that (0) 0.0000y  , (2) 0.0200y  , (4) 0.0795y  (6) 0.1762y  .

4. Given 2 22 (1 )dy x y
dx
  and (0) 1y  , (0.1) 1.06y  , (0.2) 1.12y  , (0.3) 1.21y  ,

evaluate (0.4)y by Milne’s predictor-corrector method.
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Title of Course: Unix LAB
Course Code: MCA391
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
This course introduces basic understanding of UNIX OS, UNIX commands and File system
and to familiarize students with the Linux environment. To make student learn fundamentals
of shell scripting and shell programming. Emphases are on making student familiar with
UNIX environment and issues related to it..

Learning Outcomes:
Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:

1. You will be able to run various UNIX commands on a standard UNIX/LINUX Operating
system (We will be using Ubuntu flavor of the Linux operating system).

2. You will be able to run C / C++ programs on UNIX.
3. You will be able to do shell programming on UNIX OS.
4. You will be able to understand and handle UNIX system calls.

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Exercise No.1: Installation of Unix/Linux operating system.
Exercise No. 2: Write a C program to emulate the UNIX ls-l command.
Exercise No. 3: Write a C program to check the given integer is prime or not.
Exercise No. 4: Write a C program to display Largest of three numbers.
Exercise No. 5: Write a shell script program to display list of user currently logged in.
Exercise No. 6: Write a shell script program to display HELLO WORLD
Exercise No. 7: Write a shell script program to develop a scientific calculator
Exercise No. 8: Write a grep/egrep script to find the number of words character, words and
lines in a file.
Exercise No. 9: Shell programming.
Exercise No. 10: Write a shell script program to display the process attributes.
Exercise No. 11: Write a shell script program to check variable attributes of file and
processes.
Exercise No. 12: Installation of VirtualBox (VMWare) on a PC having other operating
system.
Exercise No. 13: Shell Script program for changing process priority.

Text Book:
1. Maurice J. Bach, Design of the UNIX Operating System, PHI.

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
1. Intel based desktop PC with minimum of 166 MHZ or faster processor with at least 64 MB RAM

and 100 MB free disk space.
2. Turbo C or TC3 complier in Windows XP or Linux Operating System.
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Experiment No: 2

AIM:
Write a C program to emulate the Unix ls-l command.

Program:
#include <stdio.h>

#include <unistd.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/wait.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

int main()

{

int pid; //process id

pid = fork(); //create another process

if ( pid < 0 )

{ //fail

printf(“\nFork failed\n”);

exit (-1);

}

else if ( pid == 0 )

{ //child

execlp ( “/bin/ls”, “ls”, “-l”, NULL ); //execute ls

}

else

{ //parent

wait (NULL); //wait for child

printf(“\nchild complete\n”);

exit (0);

}

}

Output:

guest-glcbIs@ubuntu:~$gcc –o lsc.out lsc.c

guest-glcbIs@ubuntu:~$./lsc.out

total 100

-rwxrwx—x 1 guest-glcbls guest-glcbls 140 2012-07-06 14:55 f1

drwxrwxr-x 4 guest-glcbls guest-glcbls 140 2012-07-06 14:40 dir1

child complete
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Title of Course: Statistics & Numerical Analysis Lab
Course Code: M392
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
 To give an overview of what can be done
 To give insight into how it can be done
 To give the confidence to tackle numerical solutions
An understanding of how a method works aids in choosing a method. It can also provide an
indication of what can and will go wrong, and of the accuracy which may be obtained.
 To gain insight into the underlying physics
The aim of this course is to introduce numerical techniques that can be used on computers, rather
than to provide a detailed treatment of accuracy or stability.
Learning Outcomes:
On completion of this course, the student will be able to:

1. Demonstrate skills in using computer programming tools for engineering calculations;
2. Demonstrate ability to construct simple computer algorithms using a programming tool;
3. Apply simple numerical methods to solve mathematical problems with relevance to civil

engineering;
4. Appreciate the limitations and the applicability of the numerical methods;
5. Apply computer-based numerical methods for the solution of engineering problems.

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:

1. Assignments on Newton forward /backward, Lagrange’ s interpolation.
2. Assignments on numerical integration using Trapezoidal rule, Simpson’ s 1/3 rule.
3. Assignments on numerical solution  of a system of linear equations using Gauss elimination

and Gauss-Seidel iterations.
4. Assignments on  numerical solution of Algebraic Equation by Regular-falsi and Newton

Raphson methods.
5. Assignments on ordinary differential equation: Euler’ s and Runga-Kutta  methods.

Text Book:
 Introductory method of numerical analysis, Sastry S.S
 Computer Programming in fortran 77, Rajaraman V
 Numerical methods: for scientific and engineering computation,Mahinder Kumar Jain

.
Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
1. Intel based desktop PC with minimum of 166 MHZ or faster processor with at least 64 MB RAM

and 100 MB free disk space.
2. Turbo C or TC3 complier in Windows XP or Linux Operating System.

Experiment No: 1(a) Newton forward interpolation
Aim: Write a C program to implement the Newton forward interpolation.
Description:
Interpolation is the process of finding the values of y corresponding to the any value of x between x0
and xn for the given values of y=f(x) for a set of values of x. Out of the many techniques of
interpolation, Newton’s Forward and Backward Interpolation are two very widely used formulas. In
this tutorial, we’re going to discuss a C program for Newton Forward Interpolation along with its
sample output.
Both of Newton’s formulas are based on finite difference calculus. These formulas are very often
used in engineering and related science fields. Before going through the source code for Newton
Forward Interpolation, let’s go through the forward interpolation formula and the variables used in
the C program.
Newton’s forward interpolation formula contains y0 and the forward differences of y0. This formula
is used for interpolating the values of y near the beginning of a set of tabulated values and
extrapolation the values of y a little backward (i.e. to the left) of y0. The formula is given below:



Compared to forward interpolation, the backward interpolation formula contains yn and the
backward differences of yn. This formula is used for interpolating the values of y near the end of a
set of tabulated values and also for extrapolating the values of y a little ahead (i.e. to the right) of yn.
Algorithm:

1. Function NFI ()
2. Read n, x
3. For I = 1 to n by 1 do
4. Read x[i], y[i]
5. End for
6. If ((x < x[i] or (x > x[n]))
7. Print “Value lies out of boundary”
8. Exit
9. End if
10. //Calculating p
11. p = (x – x [1]) / (x [2]-x [1])
12. // Forward diff table
13. For j = 1 to (n-1) by 1 do
14. For i =1 to (n - j) by 1 do
15. If (j=1) Then
16. d[i][j] = y [i+1] – y[i]
17. Else
18. d[i][j] = d[i+1][j-1] – d[i][j-1]
19. End if
20. End For
21. End For
22. // Applying Formula
23. Sum =y [1]
24. For I = 1 to (n-1) by 1 do
25. Prod = 1
26. For j =0 to (i-1) by 1 do
27. Prod = prod * (p-j)
28. End for
29. m = fact(i)
30. Sum = sum + (d[1][i] * prod) / m
31. End For
32. Print “Ans is”, Sum
33. End Function

/* Program to implement Newton’s forward interpolation*/
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
main()
{

float x[20],y[20],f,s,h,d,p;
intj,i,n;
printf("enter the value of n :");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("enter the elements of x:");
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

{
scanf("%f",&x[i]);
}

printf("enter the elements of y:");
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
{

scanf("%f",&y[i]);
}

h=x[2]-x[1];
printf("Enter the value of f:");
scanf("%f",&f);

s=(f-x[1])/h;
p=1;
d=y[1];
for(i=1;i<=(n-1);i++)
{

for(j=1;j<=(n-i);j++)
{

y[j]=y[j+1]-y[j];

}
p=p*(s-i+1)/i;
d=d+p*y[1];

}
printf("For the value of x=%6.5f THe value is %6.5f",f,d);
getch();

}

OUTPUT:
how many record you will be enter: 5
enter the value of x0: 2.5
enter the value of f(x0): 9.75
enter the value of x1: 3
enter the value of f(x1): 12.45
enter the value of x2: 3.5
enter the value of f(x2): 15.70
enter the value of x3: 4
enter the value of f(x3): 19.52
enter the value of x4: 4.5
enter the value of f(x4): 23.75
Enter X for finding f(x): 4.25
u = -0.500
f(4.25) = 21.583750

Experiment No: 1(b) Newton backward interpolation
Aim: Write a C program to implement Newton backward interpolation.
Algorithm:

1. Function NBI ()
2. Read n, x
3. For I = 1 to n by 1 do
4. Read x[i], y[i]
5. End for
6. If ((x < x[i] or (x > x[n]))
7. Print “Value lies out of boundary”
8. Exit
9. End if



10. //Calculating p
11. p = (x – x [1]) / (x [2]-x [1])
12. // Forward diff table
13. For j = 1 to (n-1) by 1 do
14. For i =1 to (n - j) by 1 do
15. If (j=1) Then
16. d[i][j] = y [i+1] – y[i]
17. Else
18. d[i][j] = d[i+1][j-1] – d[i][j-1]
19. End if
20. End For
21. End For
22. // Applying Formula
23. Sum =y [n]
24. For I = 1 to (n-1) by 1 do
25. Prod = 1
26. For j =0 to (i-1) by 1 do
27. Prod = prod * (p+j)
28. End for
29. m = fact(i)
30. Sum = sum + (d[n-1][i] * prod) / m
31. End For
32. Print “Ans is”, Sum
33. End Function

/* Program to implement Newton’s forward interpolation */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
main()
{
float x[20],y[20],f,s,d,h,p;
intj,i,k,n;
printf(“enter the value of the elements :”);
scanf(“%d”,&n);
printf(“enter the value of x: \n\n”);
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)

{
scanf(“%f”,&x[i]);

}
printf(“enter the value of y: \n\n”);
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)

{
scanf(“%f”,&y[i]);

}
h=x[2]-x[1];

printf(“enter the searching point f:”);
scanf(“%f”,&f);
s=(f-x[n])/h;
d=y[n];
p=1;
for(i=n,k=1;i>=1,k<n;i–,k++)
{
for(j=n;j>=1;j–)

{
y[j]=y[j]-y[j-1];

}
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p=p*(s+k-1)/k;
d=d+p*y[n];

}
printf(“for f=%f ,ans is=%f”,f,d);
getch();
}
OUT PUT:

how many record you will be enter: 5
enter the value of x0: 2.5
enter the value of f(x0): 9.75
enter the value of x1: 3
enter the value of f(x1): 12.45
enter the value of x2: 3.5
enter the value of f(x2): 15.70
enter the value of x3: 4
enter the value of f(x3): 19.52
enter the value of x4: 4.5
enter the value of f(x4): 23.75
Enter X for finding f(x): 4.25

_____________________________________________________

x(i)     y(i) y1(i)    y2(i)    y3(i)    y4(i)
_____________________________________________________

2.500    9.750

3.000    12.450    2.700

3.500    15.700    3.250    0.550

4.000    19.520    3.820    0.570    0.020

4.500    23.750    4.230    0.410 -0.160 -0.180
u = -0.500

f(4.25) = 21.583750 -

Experiment No: 1(c)Lagrange’ s interpolation
Aim: Write a C program to implement Lagrange’ s interpolation.

Algorithm:
1. Input number of Observation n
2. For i = 1 to n
3. Input Xi
4. Input Yi
5. Next i
6. Input xp at which yp to be computed
7. Initialize yp = 0
8. For i = 1 to n
9. t = 1
10. For j = 1 to n
11. If j ≠ i
12. t = t * (xp - Xj)/(Xi - Xj)
13. End If
14. Next j
15. yp = yp + t * Yi



16. Next i
17. Print yp as output
18. Stop

Program to implement Lagrange’ s interpolation*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<math.h>
int main()
{

float x[10],y[10],temp=1,f[10],sum,p;
inti,n,j,k=0,c;

printf("\nhow many record you will be enter: ");
scanf("%d",&n);
for(i=0; i<n; i++)
{
printf("\n\nenter the value of x%d: ",i);
scanf("%f",&x[i]);
printf("\n\nenter the value of f(x%d): ",i);
scanf("%f",&y[i]);

}
printf("\n\nEnter X for finding f(x): ");
scanf("%f",&p);

for(i=0;i<n;i++)
{

temp = 1;
k = i;
for(j=0;j<n;j++)
{

if(k==j)
{

continue;
}
else
{

temp = temp * ((p-x[j])/(x[k]-x[j]));
}

}
f[i]=y[i]*temp;

}

for(i=0;i<n;i++)
{

sum = sum + f[i];
}
printf("\n\n f(%.1f) = %f ",p,sum);
getch();

}

OUTPUT:
enter the value of n 4
enter the value to be found 2.5
enter the values for xi’s &fi’s
1 1
2 8
3 27
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4 64
X = 2.500000
sum = 15.625000

Experiment No:2.Trapezoidal rule
Aim: Write a C program to implement Trapezoidal rule.
Description:
A number of definite integrals need to be solved in applied mathematics, physics and engineering.
The manual analytical solution of definite integrals is quite cumbersome and time consuming. So, in
this post I have presented source code in C program for Trapezoidal method as one of the computer-
programming-based solutions of definite integrals. The techniques of numerical methods are used to
solve this equation; it involves a number of calculations and efforts have been made to minimize
error in the program.
The trapezium or trapezoidal rule can be used as a way of estimating the area under a curve because
the area under a curve is given by integration. So, the trapezoidal rule gives a method of estimating
integrals. This is useful when you come across integrals that you don’t know how to evaluate. So,
the program for trapezoidal method in C given here is applicable to calculate finite integral or area
under a curve.
h=(xn– x0)/n
After that, the C source code for trapezoidal method uses the following formula to calculate the
value of definite integral:

Algorithm:
1. Read x1, x2, e {x1 and x2 are the two end points of the internal the allowed error in integral

is e}
2. h = x2 - x1
3. SI = (f(x1) + f(x2))/2;
4. I = h - si
5. i = 1 Repeat
6. x = x1 + h/2
7. for J= 1 to I do
8. SI = SI + f(x)
9. x = x + h
10. End for
11. i = 21
12. h = h/2 {Note that the internal has been halved above and the number of points where the

function has to be computed is doubled}
13. i0 = i1
14. i1 = h.si. until / I1 - i0 / <= c./i1/
15. Write I1, h, i
16. Stop.

/* Program to to implement Trapezoidal rule */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
main()
{
float h, a, b, n, x[20], y[20], sum = 0, integral;
int i;
clrscr();
printf("enter the value of a, b, n:");
scanf("%f %f %f", &a, &b, &n);
printf("enter the values of x:");
for(i = 0; i <= (n-1); i++)
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#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
main()
{
float h, a, b, n, x[20], y[20], sum = 0, integral;
int i;
clrscr();
printf("enter the value of a, b, n:");
scanf("%f %f %f", &a, &b, &n);
printf("enter the values of x:");
for(i = 0; i <= (n-1); i++)
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is e}
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function has to be computed is doubled}
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14. i1 = h.si. until / I1 - i0 / <= c./i1/
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/* Program to to implement Trapezoidal rule */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
main()
{
float h, a, b, n, x[20], y[20], sum = 0, integral;
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clrscr();
printf("enter the value of a, b, n:");
scanf("%f %f %f", &a, &b, &n);
printf("enter the values of x:");
for(i = 0; i <= (n-1); i++)



{
scanf("%f", &x[i]);
}

printf("\n enter the values of y:");
for(i = 0; i <= (n-1); i++)
{

scanf("%f", &y[i]);
}
h = (b-a)/n;

x[0] = a;
for(i = 1; i <= n-1; i++)
{

x[i] = x[i-1] + h;
sum = sum + 2 * y[i];
}

sum = sum + y[b];
integral = sum * (h/2);
printf("approximate integral value is: %f", integral);
getch();
}
OUTPUT :
enter the values of a, b, n
123
enter the values of x:
123
enter the values of y:
123
approximate integral value is 2.166667

Experiment No:2(a)Simpson’ s 1/3 rule
AIM: Write a C Program to implement Simpson’ s 1/3 rule.

Description:
n the source code below, a function f(x) = 1/(1+x) has been defined. The calculation using Simpson
1/3 rule in C is based on the fact that the small portion between any two points is a parabola. The
program follows the following steps for calculation of the integral.
 As the program gets executed, first of all it asks for the value of lower boundary value of x

i.e. x0, upper boundary value of x i.e. xn and width of the strip, h.
 Then the program finds the value of number of strip as n=(xn – x0 )/h and checks whether it is

even or odd. If the value of ‘n’ is odd, the program refines the value of ‘h’ so that the value
of ‘n’ comes to be even.

 After that, this C program calculates value of f(x) i.e ‘y’ at different intermediate values of
‘x’ and displays values of all intermediate values of ‘y’.

 After the calculation of values of ‘c’, the program uses the following formula to calculate the
value of integral in loop.
Integral = *((y0 + yn ) +4(y1 + y3 + ……….+ yn-1 ) + 2(y2 + y4 +……….+ yn-2 ))

 Finally, it prints the values of integral which is stored as ‘ans’ in the program.
If f(x) represents the length, the value of integral will be area, and if f(x) is area, the output of
Simpson 1/3 rule C program will be volume. Hence, numerical integration can be carried out using
the program below; it is very easy to use, simple to understand, and gives reliable and accurate
results.
f(x) = 1/(1+x)
.
Algorithm:

1. Read x1, x2, e
2. h = (x2 - x1)/2
3. i = 2
4. si = f(x1) + f(x2)
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5. s2 = 0
6. s4 = f(x1 + h)
7. I0 = 0
8. In = (s + 4s4).(h/3)
9. Repeat
10. s2 = s2 + s4 { s2 stores already computed functional value and s4 the value computed in the

new nitration }
11. s4 = 0
12. x = x1 + h/2
13. for j = 1 to I do
14. s4 = s4 + f(x)
15. x = x + h
16. h = h/2
17. i = 2i
18. io = in
19. in = (s1 + 2s2 + 4s4) . (h/3)
20. until |In-Io|≤e. /in
21. Write In, h, i
22. STOP

/* Program to to implement Simpson’ s 1/3 rule. */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<math.h>
main()
{
float h, a, b, n, x[20], y[20], sum = 0, itgl;
int i;
clrscr();
printf("enter the values of a, b, n");
scanf("%f%f%f", &a, &b, &n);
printf("enter the values of x");
for(i = 0; i <= n; i++)
{

scanf("%f", &x[i]);
}

printf("\n enter the values of y");
for(i = 0; i <= n; i++)
{

scanf("%f", &y[i]);
}
h = (b - a)/n;
a = x[0];
b = x[n];

for(i = 0; i <= (n-2); i++)
{

x[i] = x[i] + h;
if(i % 2 == 0)

{
sum = sum + 4 * y[i];

}
else

{
sum = sum + 2 * y[i];

}
}

itgl = sum * (h/3);



printf("integral value%f", itgl);
getch();
}

OUTPUT :
enter the values of a, b, n
123
enter the value of x
4567
enter the values of y
8912
integral value is 5.555556

Experiment No: 3(a)Gauss elimination.

AIM: Write a C Program to implement Gauss elimination method.

Description:
let us first consider the following three equations:

a1x + b1y + c1z = d1
a2x + b2y + c2z = d2
a3x + b3y + c3z = d3

Assuming a1 ≠ 0, x is eliminated from the second equation by subtracting (a2/ a1) times the first
equation from the second equation. In the same way, the C code presented here eliminates x from
third equation by subtracting (a3/a1) times the first equation from the third equation.

Then we get the new equations as:

a1x + b1y + c1z = d1
b’2y + c’2z = d’2
c’’3z = d’’3

The elimination procedure is continued until only one unknown remains in the last equation. After
its value is determined, the procedure is stopped. Now, Gauss Elimination in C uses back
substitution to get the values of x, y and z as:

z=  d’’3 / c’’3
y=(d’2 – c’2z) / b’2
x=( d1- c1z- b1y)/ a1.
Algorithm:

1. Start
2. Declare the variables and read the order of the matrix n.
3. Take the coefficients of the linear equation as:

Do for k=1 to n
Do for j=1 to n+1
Read a[k][j]
End for j
End for k

4. Do for k=1 to n-1
Do for i=k+1 to n
Do for j=k+1 to n+1
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a[i][j] = a[i][j] – a[i][k] /a[k][k] * a[k][j]
End for j
End for i
End for k

5. Compute x[n] = a[n][n+1]/a[n][n]
6. Do for k=n-1 to 1

sum = 0
Do for j=k+1 to n
sum = sum + a[k][j] * x[j]
End for j
x[k] = 1/a[k][k] * (a[k][n+1] – sum)
End for k

7. Display the result x[k]
8. Stop

/* Program to to implement Gauss elimination method */
#include<stdio.h>
int main()
{

inti,j,k,n;
float A[20][20],c,x[10],sum=0.0;
printf("\nEnter the order of matrix: ");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("\nEnter the elements of augmented matrix row-wise:\n\n");
for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
{

for(j=1; j<=(n+1); j++)
{

printf("A[%d][%d] : ", i,j);
scanf("%f",&A[i][j]);

}
}
for(j=1; j<=n; j++) /* loop for the generation of upper triangular matrix*/
{

for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
{

if(i>j)
{

c=A[i][j]/A[j][j];
for(k=1; k<=n+1; k++)
{

A[i][k]=A[i][k]-c*A[j][k];
}

}
}

}
x[n]=A[n][n+1]/A[n][n];
/* this loop is for backward substitution*/
for(i=n-1; i>=1; i--)
{

sum=0;



for(j=i+1; j<=n; j++)
{

sum=sum+A[i][j]*x[j];
}
x[i]=(A[i][n+1]-sum)/A[i][i];

}
printf("\nThe solution is: \n");
for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
{

printf("\nx%d=%f\t",i,x[i]); /* x1, x2, x3 are the required solutions*/
}
return(0);

OUTPUT :
No of Equtions : 3
Enter Coefficients of Eqution
4 3 -2
1 1 1
3 -2 1
Enter Constant value
5 3 2
Eliminated matrix as :-
4.00 3.00 -2.00 5.00
0.00 0.25 1.50 1.75
0.00 0.00 28.00 28.00
Solution :
X3 = 1.00
X2 = 1.00
X1 = 1.00

Experiment No:3(b) Gauss-Seidel iterations.
AIM: Write a C Program to implement Gauss-Seidel iterations method.

Description:
The program for Gauss-Seidel method in C works by following the steps listed below:

When the program is executed, first of all it asks for the value of elements of the augmented matrix
row wise.
Then, the program asks for allowed error and maximum number of iteration to which the
calculations are to be done. The number of iterations required depends upon the degree of accuracy.
The program assumes initial  or approximate solution as  y=0 and z=0 and new value of x which is
used to calculate new values of y and z using the following expressions:
x= 1/a1 ( d1-b1y-c1z)
y=1/b2 ( d2-a2x-c2z)
z=1/c3 ( d3-a3x-b3y)

Algorithm:

1. Start
2. Declare the variables and read the order of the matrix n
3. Read the stopping criteria er
4. Read the coefficients aim as

Do for i=1 to n
Do for j=1 to n
Read a[i][j]
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Repeat for j
Repeat for i

5. Read the coefficients b[i] for i=1 to n
6. Initialize x0[i] = 0 for i=1 to n
7. Set key=0
8. For i=1 to n

Set sum = b[i]
For j=1 to n
If (j not equal to i)
Set sum = sum – a[i][j] * x0[j]
Repeat j
x[i] = sum/a[i][i]
If absolute value of ((x[i] – x0[i]) / x[i]) >er, then
Set key = 1
Set x0[i] = x[i]
Repeat i

9. If key = 1, then
Goto step 6
Otherwise print results

.

/* Program to implement Gauss-Seidel iterations method. */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#define X 2
main()
{

float x[X][X+1],a[X], ae, max,t,s,e;
inti,j,r,mxit;
for(i=0;i<X;i++) a[i]=0;
puts(" Eneter the elemrnts of augmented matrix rowwise\n");
for(i=0;i<X;i++)
{
for(j=0;j<X+1;j++)
{
scanf("%f",&x[i][j]);
}
}
printf(" Eneter the allowed error and maximum number of iteration: ");
scanf("%f%d",&ae,&mxit);
printf("Iteration\tx[1]\tx[2]\n");
for(r=1;r<=mxit;r++)
{

max=0;
for(i=0;i<X;i++)
{

s=0;
for(j=0;j<X;j++)



if(j!=i) s+=x[i][j]*a[j];
t=(x[i][X]-s)/x[i][i];
e=fabs(a[i]-t);
a[i]=t;

}
printf(" %5d\t",r);
for(i=0;i<X;i++)
printf(" %9.4f\t",a[i]);
printf("\n");
if(max<ae)
{

printf(" Converses in %3d iteration\n", r);
for(i=0;i<X;i++)
printf("a[%3d]=%7.4f\n", i+1,a[i]);
return 0;

}

}
}

OUTPUT :
Enter the number of equations: 3
Enter the co-efficients of the equations:
a[1][1]= 2
a[1][2]= 1
a[1][3]= 1
a[1][4]= 5
a[2][1]= 3
a[2][2]= 5
a[2][3]= 2
a[2][4]= 15
a[3][1]= 2
a[3][2]= 1
a[3][3]= 4
a[3][4]= 8

x[1] =2.500000
x[2] =1.500000
x[3] =0.375000

x[1] =1.562500
x[2] =1.912500
x[3] =0.740625

x[1] =1.173437
x[2] =1.999688
x[3] =0.913359

x[1] =1.043477
x[2] =2.008570
x[3] =0.976119

x[1] =1.007655
x[2] =2.004959
x[3] =0.994933

x[1] =1.000054
x[2] =2.001995
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x[3] =0.999474

converges to solution
x[1]=1.000054
x[2]=2.001995
x[3]=0.999474

Experiment No: 4(a)Regular-falsi

AIM: Write a program to implement Regular-falsi method.

Description:
The C Program for regulafalsi method requires two initial guesses of opposite nature. Like the secant
method, interpolation is done to find the new values for successive iterations, but in this method one
interval always remains constant.

The programming effort for RegulaFalsi or False Position Method in C language is simple and easy.
The convergence is of first order and it is guaranteed. In manual approach, the method of false
position may be slow, but it is found superior to the bisection method.
 tr – a counter which keeps track of the no. of iterations performed
 maxmitr – maximum number of iterations to be performed
 x0, x1 – the limits within which the root lies
 x2 – the value of root at nth iteration
 x3 – the value of root at (n+1)th iteration
 allerr – allowed error
 x – value of root at nth iteration in the regula function
 f(x0), f(x1) – the values of f(x) at x0 and x1 respectively

f(x) = cos(x) – x*e^x

Algorithm :

1. Start
2. Read values of x0, x1 and e

*Here x0 and x1 are the two initial guesses
e is the degree of accuracy or the absolute error i.e. the stopping criteria*

3. Computer function values f(x0) and f(x1)
4. Check whether the product of f(x0) and f(x1) is negative or not.

If it is positive take another initial guesses.
If it is negative then goto step 5.

5. Determine:
x = [x0*f(x1) – x1*f(x0)] / (f(x1) – f(x0))

6. Check whether the product of f(x1) and f(x) is negative or not.
If it is negative, then assign x0 = x;
If it is positive, assign x1 = x;

7. Check whether the value of f(x) is greater than 0.00001 or not.
If yes, goto step 5.
If no, goto step 8.
*Here the value 0.00001 is the desired degree of accuracy, and hence the stopping
criteria.*



8. Display the root as x.
9. Stop

/* Program to implement Regular-falsi method */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
float f(float x)
{

returncos(x) - x*exp(x);
}
voidregula (float *x, float x0, float x1, float fx0, float fx1, int *itr)
{

*x = x0 - ((x1 - x0) / (fx1 - fx0))*fx0;
++(*itr);
printf("Iteration no. %3d X = %7.5f \n", *itr, *x);

}
void main ()
{

intitr = 0, maxmitr;
float x0,x1,x2,x3,allerr;
printf("\nEnter the values of x0, x1, allowed error and maximum iterations:\n");
scanf("%f %f %f %d", &x0, &x1, &allerr, &maxmitr);
regula (&x2, x0, x1, f(x0), f(x1), &itr);
do
{

if (f(x0)*f(x2) < 0)
x1=x2;

else
x0=x2;

regula (&x3, x0, x1, f(x0), f(x1), &itr);
if (fabs(x3-x2) <allerr)
{

printf("After %d iterations, root = %6.4f\n", itr, x3);
return 0;

}
x2=x3;

}
while (itr<maxmitr);
printf("Solution does not converge or iterations not sufficient:\n");
return 1;

}
OUTPUT :
Enter the value of x0: -1

Enter the value of x1: 1

__________________________________________________________

x0         x1        x2        f0      f1      f2
__________________________________________________________

-1.000000 1.000000 0.513434 -4.540302 1.459698 -0.330761
0.513434  1.000000 0.603320 -0.330761 1.459698 -0.013497
0.603320  1.000000 0.606954 -0.013497 1.459698 -0.000527
0.606954  1.000000 0.607096 -0.000527 1.459698 -0.000021
__________________________________________________________
App.root = 0.607096
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Experiment No: 4(b) Newton Raphson methods
AIM: Write a program to implement Newton Raphson methods.

Algorithm:

1. Start

2. Read x, e, n, d

*x is the initial guess

e is the absolute error i.e the desired degree of accuracy

n is for operating loop

d is for checking slope*

3. Do for i =1 to n in step of 2

4. f = f(x)

5. f1 = f'(x)

6. If ( [f1] < d), then display too small slope and goto 11.

*[ ] is used as modulus sign*

7. x1 = x – f/f1

8. If ( [(x1 – x)/x1] < e ), the display the root as x1 and goto 11.

*[ ] is used as modulus sign*

9. x = x1 and end loop

10. Display method does not converge due to oscillation.

11. Stop

/* Program to implement Newton Raphson methods */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
float f(float x)
{

return x*log10(x) - 1.2;
}
floatdf (float x)
{

return log10(x) + 0.43429;
}
void main()
{

intitr, maxmitr;
float h, x0, x1, allerr;
printf("\nEnter x0, allowed error and maximum iterations\n");
scanf("%f %f %d", &x0, &allerr, &maxmitr);
for (itr=1; itr<=maxmitr; itr++)
{

h=f(x0)/df(x0);



x1=x0-h;
printf(" At Iteration no. %3d, x = %9.6f\n", itr, x1);
if (fabs(h) <allerr)
{

printf("After %3d iterations, root = %8.6f\n", itr, x1);
return 0;

}
x0=x1;

}
printf(" The required solution does not converge or iterations are insufficient\n");
return 1;

}
OUTPUT :
ENTER THE TOTAL NO. OF POWER:::: 3

x^0::-3

x^1::-1

x^2::0

x^3::1

THE POLYNOMIAL IS :::  1x^3 0x^2 -1x^1 -3x^0
INTIAL X1---->3

ITERATION    X1    FX1    F'X1
1         2.192  21.000 26.000

2         1.794  5.344  13.419
3         1.681  0.980  8.656
4         1.672  0.068  7.475
5         1.672  0.000  7.384

THE ROOT OF EQUATION IS 1.671700

Experiment No:5(a)Euler’ s methods
AIM: Write a program to simulate Euler’ s method.

Description:
Solving an ordinary differential equation or initial value problem means finding a clear expression
for y in terms of a finite number of elementary functions of x. Euler’s method is one of the simplest
method for the numerical solution of such equation or problem. This C program for Euler’s
method considers an ordinary differential equations, and the initial values of x and y are known.
Mathematically, here, the curve of solution is approximated by a sequence of short lines i.e. by the
tangent line in each interval. Using these information, the value of the value of ‘yn’ corresponding to
the value of ‘xn‘ is to determined by dividing the length (xn – x) into n strips.
Therefore, strip width= (xn – x)/n and xn=x0+ nh.
Again, if m be the slope of the curve at point, y1= y0 + m(x0 , yo)h.
Similarly, values of all the intermediate y can be found out.
Below is a source code for Euler’s method in C to solve the ordinary differential equation dy/dx =
x+y. It asks for the value of of x0 , y0 ,xn and h. The value of slope at different points is calculated
using the function ‘fun’.
The values of y are calculated in while loop which runs till the initial value of x is not equal to the
final value. All the values of ‘y’ at corresponding ‘x’ are shown in the output screen.
dy/dx = x+y

Algorithm:

1. Start
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2. Define function
3. Get the values of x0, y0, h and xn

*Here x0 and y0 are the initial conditions
h is the interval
xn is the required value

4. n = (xn – x0)/h + 1
5. Start loop from i=1 to n
6. y = y0 + h*f(x0,y0)

x = x + h
7. Print values of y0 and x0
8. Check if x <xn

If yes, assign x0 = x and y0 = y
If no, goto 9.

9. End loop i
10. Stop

/* Program to simulate Euler’ s method */
#include<stdio.h>
float fun(float x,float y)
{

float f;
f=x+y;
return f;

}
main()
{

floata,b,x,y,h,t,k;
printf("\nEnter x0,y0,h,xn: ");
scanf("%f%f%f%f",&a,&b,&h,&t);
x=a;
y=b;
printf("\n x\t y\n");
while(x<=t)
{

k=h*fun(x,y);
y=y+k;
x=x+h;
printf("%0.3f\t%0.3f\n",x,y);

}
}
OUTPUT :
Enter the value of range: 1 1.5
Enter the value of y1: 5
Enter the h: 0.1

y1 = 5.000

x = 1.000 => y2 = 5.500

x = 1.100 => y3 = 6.105

x = 1.200 => y4 = 6.838



x = 1.300 => y5 = 7.726

x = 1.400 => y6 = 8.808

x = 1.500 => y7 = 10.129

Experiment No:5(b)Runga-Kutta  methods
AIM: Write a program to simulate Runga-Kutta  methods.

/* Program to simulate Runga-Kutta  methods*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
float f(float x,float y);
int main()
{

float x0,y0,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,y,x,h,xn;
printf("Enter x0,y0,xn,h:");
scanf("%f %f %f %f",&x0,&y0,&xn,&h);
x=x0;
y=y0;
printf("\n\nX\t\tY\n");
while(x<xn)
{

m1=f(x0,y0);
m2=f((x0+h/2.0),(y0+m1*h/2.0));
m3=f((x0+h/2.0),(y0+m2*h/2.0));
m4=f((x0+h),(y0+m3*h));
m=((m1+2*m2+2*m3+m4)/6);
y=y+m*h;
x=x+h;
printf("%f\t%f\n",x,y);

}
}
float f(float x,float y)
{

float m;
m=(x-y)/(x+y);
return m;

}

OUTPUT:
Enter the value of x0: 0

Enter the value of y0: 2

Enter the value of h: 0.05

Enter the value of last point: 0.1
k1 = 0.1000

k2 = 0.1025

y(0.0500) = 2.101

k1 = 0.1026

k2 = 0.1052
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y(0.1000) = 2.205
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Title of Course: Computer NetworksLab
Course Code: MCA392
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
This practical course provides students with hands on training regarding the design, troubleshooting,
modeling and evaluation of computer networks. In this course, students are going to experiment in a
real and simulation based test-bed networking environment, and learn about network design and
troubleshooting topics and tools such as: network addressing, Address Resolution Protocol, basic
troubleshooting tools (like ping, ICMP), IP routing (e.g. RIP), TCP and UDP,DHCP,ACL and many
others. Student will have the opportunity to build some simple networking models using the tool and
perform simulations that will help them evaluate their design approaches and expected network
performance.
Learning Outcomes: The students will have a detailed knowledge network topology, Local area
network, IP addressing, familiarization with network simulator, idea about networking devices,
network cable and connectors, different types routing protocols, concept of remote access and
different types of application layer protocol. Upon the completion of Computer network practical
course, the student will be able to:
 Learn various network commands.
 Understand and implement basic of Network and Network Topology.
 To get idea about IP addressing schemes.
 Understand the benefits of network.
 Configure and simulate various protocols.
 Access remote desktop.
 Connect to different computer using LAN.
 Understand the concepts of access control.

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Exercise No.1: Study of different types of Network cables and practically implements the cross-
wired cable and straight through cable using clamping tool.
Exercise No. 2: Familiarization with some network devices.
Exercise No. 3: Study of Network IP.
Exercise No. 4: Connect the computers in LAN.
Exercise No. 5: Introduction to Packet Tracer.
Exercise No. 6: Configure network topology using packet tracer.
Exercise No. 7: Configure network topology using packet tracer to find the routing path by IPRoute
Command.
Exercise No. 8: Network Configuration using distance vector routing protocol.
Exercise No. 9: Configuration of DHCP Protocol
Exercise No. 10: Telnet Configuration.
Exercise No. 11: Configuration of Access Control List.

Text Book:
1. B. A. Forouzan – “Data Communications and Networking (3rd Ed.) “ – TMH
Reference Book:
1. Authorized Self-Study Guide “Interconnecting Cisco Network Devices, Part 1(ICND1), 2nd

Edition, January, 2008.

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
1. CAT-5/CAT-6 Cables, RJ 45, Cutter, Clamping Tool, Router , Switch and Hub.
2. Intel based desktop PC with minimum of 166 MHZ or faster processor with at least 64 MB RAM

and 100 MB free disk space.
3. Turbo C or TC3 complier in Windows XP or Linux Operating System.
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Experiment No: 1 STUDY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF NETWORK CABLES
Aim: Study of different types of Network cables and practically implements the cross-wired cable
and straight through cable using clamping tool.
Apparatus: RJ-45 connector, Clamping Tool, Twisted pair Cable
Description:
RJ-45: Registered Jack 45 (RJ45) is a standard type of physical connector for network cables. RJ45
connectors are most commonly seen with Ethernet cables and networks.

Two standard RJ45 pinouts define the arrangement of the individual eight wires needed when
attaching connectors to a cable - the T568A and T568B standards. Both follow a convention of
coating individual wires in one of five colors - brown, green, orange, blue and white - with certain
stripe and solid combinations.

Following these conventions is essential when building cables to ensure electrical compatibility with
other equipment. For historical reasons, T568B has become the more popular standard. The table
below summarizes this color coding.

Table-1
T568B / T568A Pinouts

Pin T568B T568A
1 white with orange stripe white with green stripe
2 orange Green
3 with with green stripe white with orange stripe
4 blue Blue
5 white with blue stripe white with blue stripe
6 green Orange
7 white with brown stripe white with brown stripe
8 Brown Brown

Figure-1: RJ-45

Clamping Tool: A clamping tool is a fastening device used to hold or secure objects tightly together
to prevent movement or separation through the application of inward pressure. It is used to fasten
RJ-45 with cable tightly.
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Figure-2: Clamping Tool

Twisted Pair Cable: Twisted pair is the ordinary copper wire that connects home and many
business computers to the telephone company. To reduce crosstalk or electromagnetic induction
between pairs of wires, two insulated copper wires are twisted around each other. Each connection
on twisted pair requires both wires. Since some telephone sets or desktop locations require multiple
connections, twisted pair is sometimes installed in two or more pairs, all within a single cable. For
some business locations, twisted pair is enclosed in a shield that functions as a ground. This is
known as shielded twisted pair (STP). Ordinary wire to the home is unshielded twisted pair (UTP).

Figure-3: Twisted Pair Cable

Procedure: To do these practical following steps should be done:
1. Start by stripping about of the plastic jacket off the end of the cable. Be very careful at this point,
as to not nick or cut into the wires, which are inside. Doing so could alter the characteristics of your
cable, or even worse render is useless. Check the wires, one more time for nicks or cuts. If there are
any, just whack the whole end off, and start over.
2. Spread the wires apart, but be sure to hold onto the base of the jacket with your other hand. You
do not want the wires to become untwisted down inside the jacket. Category 5/6 cable must only
have ½ of an inch of ‘untwisted’ wire at the end; otherwise it will be ‘out of spec’. At this point, you
obviously have A LOT more than ½ of an inch of un-twisted wire.
3. You have 2 end jacks, which must be installed on your cable. If you are using a pre-made cable,
with one of the ends whacked off, you only have one end to install-the crossed over end. Below are
two diagrams, which show how you need to arrange the cables for each type of cable end. Decide at
this point which end you are making and examine the associated picture below. Figure-4 shows you
how to prepare cross wired connection. Figure-5 shows you how to prepare straight through wired
connection.
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Figure-4: Color Combination (T568B) Table

Figure-5: Color Combination Table

Experiment No: 2 FAMILIARIZATION WITH SOME NETWORK DEVICES
Aim: Study of following network devices
 Switch
 Router
 Hub
 Repeater

Apparatus: Hardware needed
Procedure: Following should be done to understand this practical
1. Switch: A network switch or switching hub is a computer networking device that connects
network segments. The term commonly refers to a network bridge that processes and routes data
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at the data link layer of the OSI model. Switches that additionally process data at the network
layer are often referred to as Layer 3 switches or multilayer switches.

2. Router: A router is an electronic device that interconnects two or more computer networks,
and selectively interchanges packets of data between them. Each data packet contains address
information that a router can use to determine if the source and destination are on the same
network, or if the data packet must be transferred from one network to another. Where multiple
routers are used in a range collection of interconnected networks, the routers exchange
information about target system addresses, so that each router can build up a table showing the
preferred paths between any two systems on the interconnected networks.

3. Repeater: Functioning at Physical Layer a repeater is an electronic device that receives a
signal and retransmits it at a higher level and /or higher power, or onto the other side of an
obstruction, so that the signal can cover longer distances. Repeater have two ports, so cannot be
use to connect for more than two devices.

4. Hub: An Ethernet hub, active hub, network hub, repeater hub, hub or concentrator is a device
for connecting multiple twisted pair or fiber optic Ethernet devices together and making them
act as single network segment. Hubs work at physical layer of the OSI model. The device is a
form of multiport repeater. Repeater hubs also participate in collision detection, forwarding a
jam signal to all ports if it detects a collision.

Experiment No: 3 STUDY OF NETWORK IP
Aim: Study of IP address of network.
 Classification of IP address
 Sub netting
 Super netting

Description: In the most widely installed level of the Internet Protocol (IP) today, an IP address is a
32-bit number that identifies each sender or receiver of information that is sent in packets across the
Internet. When you request an HTML page or send e-mail, the Internet Protocol part of TCP/IP
includes your IP address in the message (actually, in each of the packets if more than one is
required) and sends it to the IP address that is obtained by looking up the domain name in the
Uniform Resource Locator you requested or in the e-mail address you're sending a note to. At the
other end, the recipient can see the IP address of the Web page requestor or the e-mail sender and
can respond by sending another message using the IP address it received.

An IP address has two parts: the identifier of a particular network on the Internet and an identifier of
the particular device (which can be a server or a workstation) within that network. On the Internet
itself - that is, between the router that move packets from one point to another along the route - only
the network part of the address is looked at.

The Network Part of the IP Address:

The Internet is really the interconnection of many individual networks (it's sometimes referred to as
an internetwork). So the Internet Protocol (IP) is basically the set of rules for one network
communicating with any other (or occasionally, for broadcast messages, all other networks). Each
network must know its own address on the Internet and that of any other networks with which it
communicates. To be part of the Internet, an organization needs an Internet network number, which
it can request from the Network Information Center (NIC). This unique network number is included
in any packet sent out of the network onto the Internet.
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The Local or Host Part of the IP Address:
In addition to the network address or number, information is needed about which specific machine or
host in a network is sending or receiving a message. So the IP address needs both the unique
network number and a host number (which is unique within the network). (The host number is
sometimes called a local or machine address.)

Part of the local address can identify a subnetwork or subnet address, which makes it easier for a
network that is divided into several physical subnetworks (for examples, several different local area
networks or ) to handle many devices.

Apparatus: N/A
Procedure: Following is required to be study under this practical.
Classification of IP address: As show in figure-6 we teach how the IP addresses are classified

and when they are used.

Figure-6: Classification of IP address

Sub netting: Why we develop sub netting and how to calculate subnet mask to identify subnet
address.
Super netting: Why we develop super netting and how to calculate super net mask and how to
identify super net address.
Command: Open your computer go to start button write run then click on run write
‘CMD’ then a black screen will appear then type ipconfig on the screen then you can see the IP
address as well as subnet mask.

Input:
Command: C:>ipconfig

Output:

Figure-7: Output Screen
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Experiment No-4 CONNECT THE COMPUTERS IN LOCAL AREA NETWORK
Description: A local-area network (LAN) is a computer network that spans a relatively small area.
Most often, a LAN is confined to a single room, building or group of buildings, however, one LAN
can be connected to other LANs over any distance via telephone lines and radio waves. A system of
LANs connected in this way is called a wide-area network (WAN).
Nodes on a Local Area Network:
Most LANs connect workstations and personal computers. Each node (individual computer ) in a
LAN has its own CPU with which it executes programs, but it also is able to access data and devices
anywhere on the LAN. This means that many users can share expensive devices, such as laser
printers, as well as data. Users can also use the LAN to communicate with each other, by sending
email or engaging in chat sessions.
LANs are capable of transmitting data at very fast rates, much faster than data can be transmitted
over a telephone line; but the distances are limited and there is also a limit on the number of
computers that can be attached to a single LAN.
Types of Local-Area Networks:
There are many different types of LANs, with Ethernets being the most common for PCs. Most
Apple Macintosh networks are based on Apple's AppleTalk network system, which is built into
Macintosh computers.
Aim: Connect two different computers in Local Area Network
Procedure:
On the host computer: On the host computer, follow these steps to share the internet
connection:
1. Log on to the host computer as Administrator or as Owner.
2. Click Start, and then click Control Panel.
3. Click Network and Internet Connections.
4. Click Network Connections.
5. Right-click the connection that you use to connect to the internet. For example, if you connect
to the Internet by using a modem, right-click the connection that you want under Dial-up/other
network available.
6. Click Properties.
7. Click the Advanced Tab.
8. Under Internet Connection Sharing, select the Allow other network users to connect
through this computer’s Internet connection check box.
9. If you are sharing a dial-up Internet connection, select the Establish a dial-up connection
whenever a computer on my network attempts to access the Internet check box if you want
to permit your computer to automatically connect to the Internet.
10. Click OK. You receive the following message:
When Internet Connection Sharing is enabled, your LAN adapter will be set to use IP address
192.168.10.1. Your computer may lose connectivity with other computers on your network. If
these other computers have static IP address, it is a good idea to set them to obtain their IP
addresses automatically. Are you sure you want to enable Internet Connection sharing?

11. Click YES.
The connection to the Internet is shared to other computers on the local area network (LAN)
The network adapter that is connected to the LAN is configured with a static IP address of
192.168.0.1 and a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.

On the client computer: To connect to the Internet by using the shared connection, you must
confirm the LAN adapter IP configuration, and then configure the client computer. To confirm
the LAN adapter IP configuration, follow these steps:
1. Log on to the client computer as Administrator or Owner.
2. Click Start, and then click Control Panel.
3. Click Network and Internet Connections.
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4. Click Network Connections.
5. Right-click Local Area Connection and then click properties.
6. Click on General tab, click Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) in the connection uses the following
items list, and then click Properties.
7. In the Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Properties dialog box, click Obtain an IP address
automatically (if it is not already selected), and then click OK.
Note: You can also assign unique static IP address in the range of 192.168.0.2 to
192.168.0.254. For example, you can assign the following static IP address, subnet mask, and
default gateway:
IP Address 192.168.31.202
Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
Default gateway 192.168.31.1
8. In the Local Area Connection Properties dialog box, click OK.
9. Quit Control Panel.

Experiment No-5 INTRODUCTION TO PACKET TRACER
Aim: Study of basic network command and Network configuration commands.
Description: Packet Tracer is a cross-platform visual simulation program designed by Cisco
Systems that allows users to create network topologies and imitate modern computer networks.
The software allows users to simulate the configuration of Cisco routers and switches using a
simulated command line interface. Packet Tracer makes use of a drag and drop user interface,
allowing users to add and remove simulated network devices as they see fit. The software is
mainly focused towards Certified Cisco Network Associate Academy students as an educational
tool for helping them learn fundamental CCNA concepts. Students enrolled in a CCNA
Academy program can freely download and use the tool free of charge for educational use.

In addition to simulating certain aspects of computer networks, Packet Tracer can also be used for
collaboration. As of Packet Tracer 5.0, Packet Tracer supports a multi-user system that enables
multiple users to connect multiple topologies together over a computer network. Packet Tracer also
allows instructors to create activities that students have to complete. Packet Tracer is often used in
educational settings as a learning aid. Cisco Systems claims that Packet Tracer is useful for network
experimentation

Apparatus (Software): Command Prompt and Packet Tracer.
Procedure: To do this experiment – follow these steps:
In this experiment students have to understand basic networking commands e.g ping, tracert etc.
All commands related to network configuration which includes how to switch to privilege mode
and normal mode and how to configure router interface and how to save this configuration to
flash memory or permanent memory.

This commands includes

 Configuring the Router commands
 General Commands to configure network
 Privileged Mode commands of a router
 Router Processes & Statistics
 IP Commands
 Other IP Commands e.g. show ip route etc.

Ping: ping sends an ICMP ECHO_REQUEST packet to the specified host. If the host responds,
you get an ICMP packet back. Sound strange? Well, you can “ping” an IP address to see if a
machine is alive. If there is no response, you know something is wrong.
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Figure-8: Command Prompt of PC1

Traceroute: Tracert is a command which can show you the path a packet of information takes
from your computer to one you specify. It will list all the routers it passes through until it
reaches its destination, or fails to and is discarded. In addition to this, it will tell you how long
each ‘hop’ from router to router takes.

Figure-9: Command Prompt of PC1

Nslookup: Displays information from Domain Name System (DNS) name servers.
NOTE: If you write the command as above it shows as default your pc’s server name firstly.
Pathping: A better version of tracert that gives you statistics about packet lost and latency.
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Getting Help:
In any command mode, you can get a list of available commands by entering a question mark
‘?’.
Router>?
To obtain a list of commands that begin with a particular character sequence, type in those
characters followed immediately by the question mark (?).
Router# co?
Configure connect copy
To list keywords or arguments, enter a question mark in place of a keyword or argument.
Include a space before the question mark.
Router# configure?
Memory Configure from NV memory
Network configure from a TFTP network host
Terminal configure from the terminal
You can also abbreviate commands and keywords by entering characters to make the command
unique from other commands. For example, you can abbreviate the show command to sh.

Configuration Files:
Any time you make changes to the router configuration, you must save the changes to memory
because if you do not they will be lost if there is a system reload or power outage. There are two
types of configuration files: the running (currently operating) configuration and the startup
configuration.
Use the following privileged mode commands to work with configuration files.
Configuration terminal-modify the running configuration manually from the terminal.
 Show running-config- display the running configuration.
 Show startup-config- display the startup configuration
 Copy running-config startup-config- copy the running configuration to the startup

configuration.
 Copy startup-config running- config- copy the start up configuration to the running

configuration.
 Erase startup-config- erase the startup-configuration in NVRAM.

IP Address Configuration:
Take the following steps to configure the IP address of an interface.
Step-1: Enter privileged EXEC mode:
Router> enable password
Step-2: Enter the configure terminal command to enter global configuration mode.
Router# config terminal
Step-3: Enter the interface type slot/port or interface type port to enter the interface
configuration mode.
Example:
Router(config)#interface Ethernet 0/1
Step-4: Enter the IP address and subnet mask of the interface using the ip address ipaddress
subnetmask command.

Example:
Router(config-if)#ip address 192.168.10.1 255.255.255.0
Step-5: Exit the configuration mode by pressing Ctrl-Z
Router(config-if)#Ctrl-Z
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Experiment No-6 CONFIGURE NETWORK TOPOLOGY USING PACKET TRACER
Aim: To configure network topology using packet tracer software
Description: Network Topology refers to layout of a network and how different nodes in a
network are connected to each other and how they communicate. Topologies are either physical
(the physical layout of devices on a network) or logical (the way that the signals act on the
network media, or the way that the data passes through the network from one device to the
next).
Some of the topologies are:
 Bus
 Mesh
 Star
 Ring
 Hybrid

Apparatus (Software): Packet Tracer 5.5.
Procedure: To implement this practical following network topology is required to be
configured using the commands discussed above.
After configuring the given network a packet should be ping from any one machine to another.

Figure-10: Network Topology

Router-0 Configuration Command:
Continue with configuration dialog? [yes/ no]: no

Press RETURN to get started!
Router>
Router>Enable
Router#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
Router(config)# hostname router0
router0(config) # interface fastethernet 0/0 # Configuration of 0/0 port#
router0(config-if) # ip address 192.168.1.1  255.255.255.0
router0(config-if) # no shutdown
router0(config-if)# exit
router0(config)# interface fastethernet 1/0 # Configuration of 1/0 port#
router0(config-if)# ip address 192.168.2.1  255.255.255.0
router0(config-if)# no shutdown
router0(config-if)# exit
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router0(config)# exit
router0# show running-config
Building configuration….
Current configuration: 356 bytes
:
:
:
Version 12.4
Etc etc…….
Ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
:
: interface VLAN
No ip address
:
:
:
End
router0#
router0#
router0# copy running-config startup-config
Destination filename[startup-config]?
Building configuration…
[OK]
router0#

IP Configuration of PC-0:

Figure-11: IP Configuration Window of PC0

Here the IP address of PC-0 is: 192.168.1.2
Default Gateway: 192.168.1.1 which is nothing but the one side (IP address of 0/0 port of
router-0, towards PC-0) IP address of router-0

NOTE: Here PC-0 and 0/0 port of router-0 are in a same network that is why their network id is
same(192.168.1)
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IP Configuration of PC-1:

Figure-12: IP Configuration Window of PC1

Here the IP address of PC-1 is: 192.168.2.2
Default Gateway: 192.168.2.1 which is nothing but the one side (IP address of 1/0 port of
router-0, towards PC-1) IP address of router-0

NOTE: Here PC-1 and 1/0 port of router-0 are in a same network that is why their network id is
same (192.168.2)

Output:
After configuration the network looks like

Figure-13: Network Topology

And we can ping PC-1 from PC-0 and If the connection is ok then then PC-0 will get reply from
PC-1
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Figure-14: Output Screen

Experiment No-7 CONFIGURE NETWORK TOPOLOGY USING PACKET TRACER
TO FIND THE ROUTING PATH BY IPROUTE COMMAND
Aim: To configure network topology to find the routing path.
Description: Routing is the process of selecting a path for traffic in a network, or between or
across multiple networks. Routing is performed for many types of networks, including circuit-
switched networks, such as the public switched telephone network (PSTN), computer networks,
such as the Internet, as well as in networks used in public and private transportation, such as the
system of streets, roads, and highways in national infrastructure.
Apparatus (Software): Packet Tracer 5.5.
Procedure: To implement this practical following network topology is required to be
configured using the commands learned in previous experiment. After configuring the given
network a packet should be ping from any one machine to another.

Figure-15: Network Topology.

Router-0 Configuration:
Router>
Router>Enable
Router>config t
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Router(config)# hostname router0
router0(config)# interface fastethernet 0/0
router0(config-if)# ip address 192.168.0.254 255.255.255.0
router0(config-if)# no shutdown
router0(config-if)# exit
router0(config)# interface Serial2/0
router0(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
router0(config-if)# no shutdown
router0(config-if)# exit
router0(config)# exit
router0#wr
Building configuration….
[OK]
router0# show running-config
< Student should write all comments/message to their laboratory note book after the
execution of above command>

Router-1 Configuration:
Router> enable
Router#
Router# configure terminal
Router(config)# interface Serial2/0
Router(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.2.255.255.255.0
Router(config-if)# no shutdown
Router(config-if)# exit
Router(config)# exit
Router# config t
Router(config-if)# ip address 192.168.2.254 255.255.255.0
Router(config-if)# no shutdown
Router(config-if)#exit
Router(config)#exit
Router#wr
Building configuration…
[OK]
Router#
Router# show running-config
< Student should write all comments/message to their laboratory note book after the
execution of above command>

IP ROUTE Command:

Router> enable
Router> show ip route
192.168.0.0/24[1/0] via 192.168.1.1
192.168.0.0/24 is directly connected, FastEthernet0/0
192.168.1.1/24 is directly connected, Serial2/0
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Experiment No-8 NETWORK CONFIGURATION USING DISTANCE VECTOR
ROUTING PROTOCOL
Aim: To configure a network using Distance Vector Routing Protocol. And the well known
protocol is Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
Description: One of the most important examples of distance vector routing protocol is routing
information protocol. The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) defines a way for routers, which
connect networks using the Internet Protocol (IP), to share information about how to route
traffic among networks. RIP is classified by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as an
Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), one of several protocols for routers moving traffic around
within a larger autonomous system network -- e.g., a single enterprise's network that may be
comprised of many separate local area networks (LANs) linked through routers.

Each RIP router maintains a routing table, which is a list of all the destinations (networks) it
knows how to reach, along with the distance to that destination. RIP uses a distance vector
algorithm to decide which path to put a packet on to get to its destination. It stores in its routing
table the distance for each network it knows how to reach, along with the address of the "next
hop" router -- another router that is on one of the same networks -- through which a packet has
to travel to get to that destination. If it receives an update on a route, and the new path is shorter,
it will update its table entry with the length and next-hop address of the shorter path; if the new
path is longer, it will wait through a "hold-down" period to see if later updates reflect the higher
value as well, and only update the table entry if the new, longer path is stable.

Apparatus (Software): Packet Tracer 5.5.
Procedure:
1. Develop a Topology shown in figure-16 given below
2. Configure all routers
3. Implement RIP protocol in Router in order to configure the network.

Figure-16: Network Topology.

Router-0 Configuration:

Router> en
Router> config t
Router(config)# hostname router0
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router0(config)# int lo0
router0(config-if)#ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.0
router0(config-if)#no shut
router0(config-if)#int f0/1
router0(config-if)#ip address 10.1.14.1 255.255.255.0
router0(config-if)#no shut
router0(config-if)#end
router0#wr
Building configuration…
[OK]
router0#
router0 con0 is now available
Press RETURN to get started.
router0>en
router0# config t
router0(config)# router rip
router0(config-router)#net 10.0.0.0
router0(config-router)#
router0(config-router)# end
router0#

Router-1 Configuration:

Router> en
Router> config t
Router(config)# hostname router1
router1 (config)# int lo0
router1 (config-if)#ip address 10.1.2.1 255.255.255.0
router1 (config-if)#no shut
router1 (config-if)#int f0/1
router1 (config-if)#ip address 10.1.23.1 255.255.255.0
router1 (config-if)#no shut
router1 (config-if)#int f0/0
router1 (config-if)# ip address 10.1.12.2 255.255.255.0
router1 (config-if)# no shut
router1 (config-if)#end
router1#wr
Building configuration…
[OK]
router1#
router1 con0 is now available
Press RETURN to get started.
router1>en
router1# config t
router1 (config)# router rip
router1 (config-router)#net 10.0.0.0
router1 (config-router)#
router1 (config-router)# end
router1#

Router-2 Configuration:

Router> en
Router> config t
Router(config)# hostname router2
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router2 (config)# int lo0
router2 (config-if)#ip address 10.1.3.1 255.255.255.0
router2 (config-if)#no shut
router2 (config-if)#int f0/1
router2 (config-if)#ip address 10.1.34.1 255.255.255.0
router2 (config-if)#no shut
router2 (config-if)#int f0/0
router2 (config-if)# ip address 10.1.23.2 255.255.255.0
router2 (config-if)# no shut
router2 (config-if)#end
router2#wr
Building configuration…
[OK]
router2#
router2 con0 is now available
Press RETURN to get started.
router2>en
router2# config t
router2 (config)# router rip
router2 (config-router)#net 10.0.0.0
router2 (config-router)#
router2 (config-router)# end
router2#

Router-3 Configuration:

Router> en
Router> config t
Router(config)# hostname router3
router3 (config)# int lo0
router3 (config-if)#int f0/1
router3 (config-if)#ip address 10.1.14.2   255.255.255.0
router3 (config-if)#no shut
router3 (config-if)#int f0/0
router3 (config-if)# ip address 10.1.34.2 255.255.255.0
router3 (config-if)# no shut
router3 (config-if)#end
router3#wr
Building configuration…
[OK]
router3#
router3 con0 is now available
Press RETURN to get started.
router3>en
router3# config t
router3 (config)# router rip
router3 (config-router)#net 10.0.0.0
router3 (config-router)#
router3 (config-router)# end
router3#
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Experiment No-9 CONFIGURATION OF DHCP PROTOCOL
Aim: To configure Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol in order to assign IP address to a PC
or router dynamically.
Description: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a protocol for assigning dynamic
IP addresses to devices on a network. With dynamic addressing, a device can have a different IP
address every time it connects to the network. In some systems, the device's IP address can even
change while it is still connected. DHCP also supports a mix of static and dynamic IP addresses.
Apparatus (Software): Packet Tracer 5.5.
Procedure:
1. Develop a Topology shown in figure-17 given below
2. Configure DHCP in router0

Figure-17: Network Topology.

Configuration of DHCP in Router-0

Router>en
Router# conf t
Router(config)# host R1
R1(config)# int fa1/0
R1(config-if)# ip add 192.168.10.1.2  255.255.255.0
R1(config-if)# no shutdown
R1(config-if)#exit
R1(config)# ip dhcp pool IP10  #pool of 10 Ip addresses #
R1(dhcp-config)#net 192.168.10.0 255.255.255.0
R1(dhcp-config)# default 192.168.10.1     #Router address#
R1(dhcp-config)#exit
R1(config)# ip dhcp exc 192.168.10.1 192.168.10.10
R1(config)# exit
R1#

Output from PC-1:
After the above configuration IP address of PC-1 will be assigned automatically after the request
of IP address from the pool of IP address.
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Figure-18: IP configuration box of PC1

Experiment No-10 TELNET CONFIGURATION
Aim: To configure TELNET Protocol in switch to get access of remote device
Description: Telnet is a terminal emulation program for TCP/IP networks such as the Internet.
The Telnet program runs on your computer and connects your PC to a server on the network.
You can then enter commands through the Telnet program and they will be executed as if you
were entering them directly on the server console. This enables you to control the server and
communicate with other servers on the network. To start a Telnet session, you must log in to a
server by entering a valid username and password. Telnet is a common way to remotely control
Web servers. The Telnet protocol is designed to provide a bi-directional, eight-bit byte oriented
communications facility to allow for a standard method of interfacing terminal devices and
processes. During Telnet configuration in switch we have to implement the concept of VLAN
and its port.
About VLAN: A virtual LAN (VLAN) abstracts the idea of the LAN; A VLAN might comprise
a subset of the ports on a single switch or subsets of ports on multiple switches. By default,
systems on one VLAN don't see the traffic associated with systems on other VLANs on the
same network. VLANs allow network administrators to partition their networks to match the
functional and security requirements of their systems without having to run new cables or make
major changes in their current network infrastructure. IEEE 802.1Q is the standard defining
VLANs; the VLAN identifier or tag consists of 12 bits in the Ethernet frame, creating an
inherent limit of 4,096 VLANs on a LAN. Ports on switches can be assigned to one or more
VLANs, allowing systems to be divided into logical groups -- e.g., based on which department
they are associated with -- and rules to be established about how systems in the separate groups
are allowed to communicate with each other. These can range from the simple and practical
(computers in one VLAN can see the printer on that VLAN, but computers outside that VLAN
cannot), to the complex and legal (e.g., computers in the trading departments cannot interact
with computers in the retail banking departments).

Apparatus (Software): Packet Tracer 5.5.
Procedure:
1. Develop a network (local area) shown in figure-19 given below
2. Configure TELNET in switch
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Figure-19: Network Topology

Switch Configuration:
Switch>
Switch>en
Switch# conf t
Switch(config)# line console 0
Switch(config-line)# pass cisco
Switch(config-line)# login
Switch(config-line)# exit
Switch(config)# line vty 0 4
Switch(config-line)# pass cisco
Switch(config-line)# login
Switch(config-line)# exit
Switch(config)# enable pass cisco
Switch(config)# int vlan 1
Switch(config-if)# ip add 172.17.1.1 255.255.0.0
Switch(config-if)# no shutdown
Switch(config-if)#exit
Switch(config)#exit
Switch# wr
Building Configuration...

Input & Output:
From PC-0 we can easily access remote switch by using TELNET.
Input: PC-0>ping 172.17.1.1
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Figure-20: Output Screen of TELNET Configuration Test

Experiment No-11 CONFIGURATION OF ACCESS COMTROL LIST
Aim: To configure Access Control List (ACL) in order to give permission to the other IP
addresses.
Description: An access control list (ACL), with respect to a computer file system, is a list of
permissions attached to an object. An ACL specifies which users or system processes are granted
access to objects, as well as what operations are allowed on given objects or you can say for each
rule we have two conditions and that is Permit or Deny.

Types of Access Lists
There are two categories of access lists: numbered and named.

Numbered Access Lists:-
Numbered access lists are broken down into several ranges, each dedicated to a specific protocol:
 1–99 IP standard access list
 100-199 IP extended access list
 200-299 Protocol type-code access list
 300-399 DECnet access list
 400-499 XNS standard access list
 500-599 XNS extended access list
 600-699 Appletalk access list
 700-799 48-bit MAC address access list
 800-899 IPX standard access list
 900-999 IPX extended access list
 1000-1099 IPX SAP access list
 1100-1199 Extended 48-bit MAC address access list
 1200-1299 IPX summary address access list
 1300-1999 IP standard access list (expanded range)
 2000-2699 IP extended access list
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Named Access Lists:-
Named access lists provide a bit more flexibility. Descriptive names can be used to identify your
access-lists. Additionally, individual lines can be removed from a named access-list. However, like
numbered lists, all new entries are still added to the bottom of the access list.
There are two common types of named access lists:
• IP standard named access lists
• IP extended named access lists

Apparatus (Software): Packet Tracer 5.5.
Procedure:
Standard IP Access List:
Command Syntax: access-list [1-99] [permit | deny] [source address] [wildcard mask] [log]
Standard IP access-lists are based upon the source host or network IP address, and should be placed
closest to the destination network.
Router(config)# access-list 10 deny 172.18.0.0 0.0.255.255 ( Just for an Example)
Router(config)# access-list 10 permit any
To apply Access Lists we have to configure the Access-Group on the Interface. Likewise we are
taking the interface serial 0 as a reference.
Router(config)# int s0

Router(config-if)# ip access-group 10 in
To view all IP access lists configured on the router:
Router# show ip access-list
To view what interface an access-list is configured on:
Router# show ip interface
Router# show running-config

Extended IP Access List:
Command Syntax: access-list [100-199] [permit | deny] [protocol] [source address] [wildcard
mask] [destination address] [wildcard mask] [operator [port]] [log]

Router(config)# access-list 101 permit tcp 172.18.0.0 0.0.255.255 host 172.16.10.10 eq 80
Router(config)# access-list 101 deny ip 172.18.0.0 0.0.255.255 172.16.0.0 0.0.255.255
Router(config)# access-list 101 permit ip any any

NOTE: *The above IP address is just taken for the example and don’t have real environment
existence.

The first line allows the 172.18.x.x network access only to port 80 on the web server. The second
line blocks 172.18.x.x from accessing anything else on the 172.16.x.x network. The third line allows
172.18.x.x access to anything else.

To apply this access list, we would configure the following
Router(config)# int e0
Router(config-if)# ip access-group 101 in

Extended IP Access List Port Operators
In the preceding example, we identified TCP port 80 on a specific host use the following syntax:
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Router(config)# access-list 101 permit tcp 172.18.0.0 0.0.255.255 host 172.16.10.10 eq 80
We accomplished this using an operator of eq, which is short for equals. Thus, we are identifying
host 172.16.10.10 with a port that equals 80. We can use several other operators for port numbers:
 eq :- Matches a specific port
 gt :- Matches all ports greater than the port specified
 lt :- Matches all ports less than the port specified
 neq :- Matches all ports except for the port specified
 range:- Match a specific inclusive range of ports

ICMP Access List
The specific ICMP port that a “ping” uses is echo. To block specific ICMP parameters, use
anextended IP access list. On Router B, we would configure:

Router(config)# access-list 102 deny icmp 172.18.0.0 0.0.255.255 172.16.0.0 0.0.255.255 echo
Router(config)# access-list 102 permit icmp 172.18.0.0 0.0.255.255 172.16.0.0 0.0.255.255
Router(config)# access-list 102 permit ip any any

The first line blocks only ICMP echo requests (pings). The second line allows all other ICMP traffic.
The third line allows all other IP traffic.
To apply the access lists on other router, you need to configure the following as:-
Router(config)# int e0
Router(config-if)# ip access-group 102 in
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Subject Name: Software Engineering & TQM Subject Code-MCA401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth
Module Number Topics Number of Lectures

1

Module I 8L
1. Overview of System Analysis & Design,

Business System Concept, System
Development Life Cycle, Waterfall
Model , Spiral Model, Feasibility
Analysis, Technical Feasibility, Cost-
Benefit Analysis, COCOMO model.

8

2 Module II 7L
1. System Requirement Specification –

DFD, Data Dictionary, ER diagram,
Process Organization & Interactions.

3

2. System Design – Problem Partitioning,
Top-Down andBottom-Up design;
Decision tree, decision table and
structured English; Functional vs.

4

3

Module III 8L
1. Coding & Documentation - Structured

Programming, OO Programming,
Information Hiding, Reuse, System

2

1. Testing – Levels of Testing, Integration
Testing, Test case Specification,
Reliability Assessment. , Validation &
Verification Metrics, Monitoring &
Control.

6

4

Module IV 12L
1. Software Project Management – Project

Scheduling, Staffing, Software
Configuration Management, Quality
Assurance, Project Monitoring.

7

2. CASE TOOLS: Concepts, use and
application.

5

5
Module V 6L

1. Characteristic of softwaremaintenance ,
Types of software maintenance, Software
reverse engineering,  Basic issues in any
reuse of program, CASE TOOLS:
Concepts, use and application

6

Total Number Of Hours = 41

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.
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Assignment:

Module-I:
1. What are the difference between Waterfall Model and Spiral Model? What do you

mean by Feasibility Analysis?
2. Explain Cost- Benefit Analysis, COCOMO model

Module-II:
1. What do you mean by System Requirement Specification?
2. Write short note on the followings:

DFD
Data Dictionary
ER diagram
Process Organization & Interactions

Module-III:
1. Explain the different levels of Testing. What is Integration Testing?
2. What do you mean by Reliability Assessment?

Module-IV:
1. How Software Project Management is done? What are the steps?
2. How the quality of any product should be assured?

Module-V:
1. What are the basic issues in any reuse of program?
2. Explain the differ types of software maintenance.
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Subject Name: Computer Graphics & Multimedia Subject Code-MCA402
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth
Module Number Course Details Number of Lectures
UNIT 1

1

Introduction to computer graphics &
graphics systems: 4LH
 Overview of computer graphics,

representing pictures, preparing,
presenting & interacting with pictures
for presentations

 Visualization & image processing;
RGB color model, direct coding, lookup
table

 storage tube graphics display, Raster
scan display, 3D viewing devices,
Plotters, printers, digitizers, Light
pens etc.

 Active & Passive graphics
devices

2
Scan conversion:

6LH Points & lines, Line drawing algorithms
 DDA algorithm, Bresenham’s line

algorithm, Circle generation algorithm
 Ellipse generating algorithm; scan line

polygon, fill algorithm
 boundary fill algorithm, flood fill

algorithm.
UNIT 2

3

2D transformation & viewing:

7LH Basic transformations: translation,
rotation, scaling;

 Matrix representations & homogeneous
coordinates, transformations between
coordinate systems;

 Reflection shear; Transformation of
points, lines, parallel lines, intersecting
lines.

 Cohen and Sutherland line clipping,
Sutherland-Hodgeman Polygon
clipping, Cyrus-beck clipping method

4
3D transformation & viewing:

7LH 3D transformations: translation, rotation,
scaling & other transformations

 Rotation about an arbitrary axis in space
 Clipping, view port clipping, 3D

viewing.

UNIT 3 Curves and Hidden surfaces:



5
 Curve representation, surfaces, designs,

Bezier curves
 B-spline curves, end conditions for

periodic B-spline curves, rational B-
spline curves.

 Depth comparison, Z-buffer algorithm,
Back face detection

 BSP tree method, the Painter’s
algorithm, scan-line algorithm

 Hidden line elimination, wire frame
methods , fractal - geometry.

7LH

6

Introduction to Ray-tracing:

8LH

 Human vision and  color
 Lighting, Reflection and transmission

models.

UNIT 4
7

Multimedia:
 Introduction to Multimedia: Concepts,

uses of multimedia, hypertext and
hypermedia

 Image, video and audio standards.
Audio: digital audio, MIDI, processing
sound, sampling, compression

 Video: MPEG compression standards,
compression through spatial and
temporal redundancy, inter-frame and
intra-frame compression. Animation:
types, techniques, key frame animation,
utility, morphing

 Virtual Reality concepts.

7LH

Total Number Of Hours = 44

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.

Assignment:
Module-1(Introduction to computer graphics & graphics systems):

1. A monochromatic graphic display system has 525 scan lines with an aspect ratio 9:16.
If each pixel is displaceable in 512 shades
(i) How many pixels are displayed on the screen?
(ii) What is the picture storage memory size?

2. What do you mean by window and viewport? Describe the relationship for window to
viewport mapping.

Module-3 (2D transformation & viewing):
1. Prove that successive scaling is multiplicative
2. Write down mid-point ellipse drawing algorithm
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Subject Name: Computer Graphics & Multimedia Subject Code-MCA402
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth

3. a rectangular 2D clipping window has its lower left corner at (100,10) and upper right corner
at (160,40). Find visible portion of lines A(50,0), B(120,30) and C(120,20), D(140,80) using
mid point sub division algorithm.

Module-4 (Curves and Hidden surfaces)
1. Write down the procedure for drawing B-spline curves and also write down its property
2. Derive the condition to be satisfied when joining two Bezier curves with second order

continuity at the joints.
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Subject Name: DBMS-II Subject Code-MCA403
Year:2ND Year Semester: Fourth
Module Number Topics Number of Lectures

1

OVERVIEW OF STORAGE AND
INDEXING, DISKS AND FILES

6L

1. Data on external storage; File.
Organizations and indexing;

2. Index data structures; Comparison of
file organizations; Indexes and

3. Performance tuning. Memory hierarchy;
RAID; Disk space management;

4. Buffer manager; Files of records; Page
formats and record formats.

2

2

1

1

2

TREE STRUCTURED INDEXING 4L
1. Intuition for tree indexes;
2. Indexed sequential access method;
3. B+ trees, Search, Insert, Delete,

Duplicates,
4. B+ trees in practice.

1
1
1

1

3

HASH-BASED INDEXING 4L
1. Static hashing;
2. Extendible hashing, linear hashing,

comparisons.

2
2

4

OVERVIEW OF QUERY EVALUATION,
EXTERNAL SORTING:

8L

1. The system catalog; Introduction to
operator evaluation; Algorithms for
relational operations;

2. Introduction to query optimization;
Alternative plans: A motivating
example;

3. What a typical optimizer does. When
does a DBMS sort data? A simple two-
way merge sort;

4. External merge sort

2

2

2

2

5

EVALUATING RELATIONAL
OPERATORS

6L

1. The Selection operation; General
selection conditions; The Projection
operation;

2. The Join operation; The Set operations;
Aggregate operations;

3. The impact of buffering Concurrency
control and recovery system: Lock
based protocol, dead lock handling, time
stamp based and validation based
protocol, failure classification, storage,
recovery algorithm,

4. Recovery and atomicity, backup.

2

1

2

1



6

A TYPICAL RELATIONAL QUERY
OPTIMIZER:

4L

1. Translating SQL queries in to Relational
Algebra;

2. Estimating the cost of a plan; Relational
algebra equivalences; Enumeration of
alternative plans; Nested subqueries;

3. Other approaches to query
optimization.

1

2

1

7

PHYSICAL DATABASE DESIGN AND
TUNING

6L

1. Introduction; Guidelines for index
selection, examples;

2. Clustering and indexing; Indexes that
enable index-only plans; Tools to assist
in index selection;

3. Overview of database tuning; Choices in
tuning the conceptual schema;

4. Choices in tuning queries and views;
Impact of concurrency; DBMS
benchmarking.

1

2

2

1

8

MORE RECENT APPLICATIONS 3L
1. Mobile databases; Multimedia

databases;
2. Geographical Information Systems;

Genome data management.

1

2

Total Number Of Hours = 41

Faculty In-Charge HOD, CSE Dept.
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Subject Name: DBMS-II Subject Code-MCA403
Year:2ND Year Semester: Fourth

Assignment:

Module-I:

1. How do you organize file in a database?
2. What do you mean by RAID? What is indexing?

Module-II:

1. What do you mean by B+ trees
2. How do you Search, Insert, and Delete elements from B+ tree?

Module-III:
1. What do you mean by hashing? Explain Static hashing.
2. Differentiate Extendible hashing, linear hashing.

Module-IV:

1. How query optimization is done on database? Explain with proper example.
2. What a typical optimizer does in DBMS? When does a DBMS sort data? How two-

way merge sort has done in DATABASE?

Module-V:
1. What is Lock based protocol? How dead lock is handled in DBMS?
2. Explain time stamp based and validation based protocol

Module-V:
1. How translation of SQL queries in to Relational Algebra is done? Explain with a

example
2. What do you mean by Relational algebra equivalences?

Module-V:
1. Explain Clustering and indexing.
2. What do you mean by view and DBMS benchmarking.

Module-V:

1. What do you mean by mobile database?
2. Explain Geographical Information Systems and Genome data management.
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Subject Name: Operation Research & Optimization Techniques Subject Code-MM401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth

MODUL
E NO.

TOPICS NUMBER
OF
LECTURES
(35)

Introduction 1L

1

Linear Programming (LP): 5L

1. Formulation of LP Problems,Graphical solutions of two decision variable
problems

2

2. General form of LP model, Simplex method 3

2

Transportation & Assignment Problems: 6L

1. Nature of a transportation or distribution problem,
North-West Corner initial solution

2

2. Concept of dummy source or destination, Vogel’s approximation method 2

3. Nature of an Assignment problem:-Tabular representation
Hungarian method

2

3

Network Analysis: 8L

1. Network models and terminologies 2

2. Shortest path problem, 2

3. The minimum spanning tree problem, 2

4. the maximal flow problem 2

4

Waiting line problems: 7L

1. StructureofawaitinglineSystemdistributionofservicetimes 1

2. Queuediscipline,steadystageoperation;SinglechannelmodelwithPoissonarr
ivalsandexponentialservicetime

2

3. MultiplechannelmodelwithPoissonarrivalandexponentialservicetimes; 2

4. SinglechannelmodelwithPoissonarrivalsandarbitraryservicetime(M/G/1);
Economic analysisof waitingline

2

5

Non Linear –Programming 8L

1. Graphical illustration of a non-linear programming problem;
Unconstrained optimization by (i) direct search method, (ii) steepest
decent method;

2
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2. Constrained optimization by lagrange multipliers; Integer linear
programming by branch & bound technique;

2

3. Dynamic programming problems and their characteristics; 2

4. Bellman’s principle of optimality; solving (i) Stage coach problem,(ii)
Knapsack problem.

2

Faculty In-Charge HOD, Maths Dept.

Assignments:

Unit-1 (Linear Programming Problem):

1. The manager of the milk dairy decides that each cow should get at least 15 units, 20 units and 24
units of nutrients A, B and C daily respectively. Two varieties of feed are available. In feed of
variety 1 and variant 2 the contents of nutrient A, B and C are respectively 1 and 3; 2 and 2; 3 and
2 units per kg. The costs of verities 1 and 2 are respectively Rs. 2 and Rs. 3 per kg. How much of
feed of each variety should be purchased to feed a cow daily so that the expenditure is minimized.
Formulate as an LPP.

2. Solve the LPP using graphical method
Max 1 22 4x x

Subject to
1 2

1 2

1 2

3 5 15,
4 9 36,

, 0

x x
x x
x x

 
 


3. Solve the LPP using graphical method
Min 1 24 6x x

Subject to

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

6 5 20,
5 10,

4 8,
, 0

x x
x x
x x
x x

 
 
 


4. Solve the LPP using simplex method
Min 1 212 15x x 

Subject to
1 2

1 2

1 2

4 3 12,
2 5 10,

, 0

x x
x x
x x

 
 


5. Solve the LPP using Artificial variables technique
Min 1 23 2x x
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Subject to

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

2,
3 3,

1,
, 0

x x
x x
x x
x x

 
 
 


Unit -2 (Transportation & Assignment Problems):

Transportation Problems:-
1. Find the starting solution in the following transportation problems by

(i) North-West Corner Method (ii) Least-Cost Method
i. Vogel’s Approximation Method.

(A)

(B)

D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 19 30 50 10 7
S2 70 30 40 60 9
S3 40 8 70 20 18

Demand 5 8 7 14

D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 3 7 6 4 5
S2 2 4 3 2 2
S3 4 3 8 5 3

Demand 3 3 2 2

D E F G Available

A 11 13 17 14 250

B 16 18 14 10 300

C 21 24 13 10 400

Demand 200 225 275 250
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Assignment Problems

1. A departmental head has four subordinates, and four tasks to be performed. The subordinates differ
in efficiency, and the tasks differ in their intrinsic difficulty. His estimate, of the time each man
would take to perform each task, is given in the table below:

Tasks Men
E F G H

A 18 26 17 11
B 13 28 14 26
C 38 19 18 15
D 19 26 24 10

How should the tasks be allocated, one to a man, so as to minimize the total man-hours by using
Hungarian assignment method?

2. A pharmaceutical company is producing a single product and is selling it through five agencies
located in different cities. All of a sudden, there is a demand for the product in another five cities not
having agency of the company. The company is faced with the problem of deciding on how to assign
the existing agencies to dispatch the product to needy cities in such a way that the travelling distance
is minimized. The distance between the surplus and deficit cities (in Km) is given in the following
table:

Deficit cities

Su
rp

lu
s  

ci
tie

s

a b c d e
A 85 75 65 125 75
B 90 78 66 132 78
C 75 66 57 114 69
D 80 72 60 120 72
E 76 64 56 112 68

Determine the optimum assignment schedule.

Unit 3: Network Analysis:

1. Draw a graph with 9 vertices having degree 1,5,2,7,10,8.
2. Determine the number of edges with 6 nodes, two of degree four and 4 of degree 2.
3. Find the maximum number of vertices in a connected graph having 17 edges.
4. Construct the graph corresponding to the following adjacency matrix:

so
ur

ce

Destination

D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 20 25 28 31 200
S2 32 28 32 41 180
S3 18 35 24 32 110
Demand 150 40 180 170
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1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Write down the adjacency matrix of the following graphs:

6. Find by kruskal’s Algorithm and prim’s algorithm a minimal spanning tree of the following
graph:

7. Show that the number of vertices of a binary tree can’t be even.
8. Show that every connected graph has a spanning tree.
9. Show that every edge of a connected graph is a branch of some spanning tree of G.
10. Prove that the number of cut vertices in a binary tree is always even.
11. Construct a graph having edge connectivity 4, vertex connectivity 3 and degree of each vertex 

5.

Unit 4: Waiting line problems:
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1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Write down the adjacency matrix of the following graphs:

6. Find by kruskal’s Algorithm and prim’s algorithm a minimal spanning tree of the following
graph:

7. Show that the number of vertices of a binary tree can’t be even.
8. Show that every connected graph has a spanning tree.
9. Show that every edge of a connected graph is a branch of some spanning tree of G.
10. Prove that the number of cut vertices in a binary tree is always even.
11. Construct a graph having edge connectivity 4, vertex connectivity 3 and degree of each vertex 

5.

Unit 4: Waiting line problems:
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1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Write down the adjacency matrix of the following graphs:

6. Find by kruskal’s Algorithm and prim’s algorithm a minimal spanning tree of the following
graph:

7. Show that the number of vertices of a binary tree can’t be even.
8. Show that every connected graph has a spanning tree.
9. Show that every edge of a connected graph is a branch of some spanning tree of G.
10. Prove that the number of cut vertices in a binary tree is always even.
11. Construct a graph having edge connectivity 4, vertex connectivity 3 and degree of each vertex 

5.

Unit 4: Waiting line problems:
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1. The arrival rate of cars at GRAND jewelers is 20 cars per hour. The service rate at jeweler shop is
8 cars per hour. The only parking area at GRAND jewelers is restricted to 6 cars only. The arrival
rate and service rate follows Poisson distribution. Identify the type of queue and then determine
the performance measures of this queue. Analyze the result if service rate goes to 20 cars per hour

2. A supermarket has a single cashier. During the peak hours, customers arrive at a rate of 20
customers per hour. The average number of customers that can be processed by the cashier is 24
hour. Calculate:
(i) Probability that the cashier is idle
(ii) (ii)  Average number of customer in the system
(iii) Average time a customer spends in the system
(iv) (iv) Average time a customer   spends in the queue

3. Patients arrive at a clinic according to Poisson distribution at the rate of 30 patients per hour. The
waiting room does not accommodate more than 14 patients. Examination time per patient is
exponential with mean rate 20 per hour.

i. Find the effective arrival rate at the clinic.
ii. What is the probability that an arriving patient will not wait?

iii. What is the expected waiting time until a patient is discharged from the clinic?
4. In a railway marshaling yard, goods trains arrive at a rate of 30 trains per day. Assuming that the

inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution and the service time distribution is also
exponential with an average of 36 minute. Calculate

(i) Average number of  customers in the system
(ii) (ii) Probability that the queue size exceeds 10
(iii) Average time a customer spends in the queue

5. If for a period of 2 hours in the day (8 to 10) trains arrive at the yard every 20 minutes but the
service time continues to remain 36 minutes, then calculate for this period

(i) The trains that the yard is empty
(ii) (ii) What is the probability that an arriving patient will wait?
(iii) The average number of trains in the system On the assumption that the line capacity of the
yard is limited to 4 trains only.

Unit 4: Non Linear Programming Problems:

1. Solve by using Univariate search method 2 2
1 1 2 2(x) 3 .f x x x x  

2. Find the stationary points of 2 2 2
1 2 3 1 3 2 34 4 4 16 .x x x x x x x   

3. Solve by using Lagrange Multiplier 2 2
1 2(x) ,f x x  Subject to 1 2 1 2( , ) 1 0.g x x x x  

4. Solve by using steepest descent 2 2
1 1 2 2(x) 3 .f x x x x  

5. Solve Quadratic Programming  min 2 2
1 2 1 2(x) 2 2 4 4 x ,f x x x   

Subject to 1 2 1 22 3 6, , 0.x x x x  

6. Solve Quadratic Programming  max 2
1 2 1(x) 2 ,f x x x  

Subject to 1 2 1 2 1 22 3 6,2 4, , 0.x x x x x x    
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Subject Name: Basic Environment & Ecology Subject Code: HU401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth
Module
Numbe

r

Topics Numbe
r of

Lecture
s

1

Chapter 1: General 6L

1. Basic ideas of environment, basic concepts, man, society &
environment, their interrelationship. 1L

2.  Mathematics of population growth and associated problems, Importance of
population study in environmental engineering,
definition of resource, types of resource, renewable, non-renewable,
potentially renewable, effect of excessive use vis-à-vis

2L

3. Materials balance: Steady state conservation system, steady state system
with non conservative pollutants, step function.

1L

4.  Environmental degradation: Natural environmental Hazards like Flood,
earthquake, Landslide-causes, effects and control/management;
Anthropogenic degradation like Acid rain-cause, effects and control. Nature
and scope of Environmental Science and Engineering.

2L

Chapter 2: Ecology 6L

1.  Elements of ecology: System, open system, closed system, definition of
ecology, species, population, community, definition of ecosystem-components
types and function.

1L

2. Structure and function of the following ecosystem: Forest ecosystem,
Grassland ecosystem, Desert ecosystem, Aquatic ecosystems, Mangrove
ecosystem (special reference to Sundar ban); Food chain [definition and one
example of each food chain], Food web.

2L

3. Biogeochemical Cycle- definition, significance, flow chart of different
cycles with only elementary reaction [Oxygen, carbon, Nitrogen, Phosphate,
Sulphur].

1L

4.  Biodiversity- types, importance, Endemic species, Biodiversity Hot-spot,
Threats to biodiversity, Conservation of biodiversity.

2L

Chapter 3: Air pollution and control 7L

1. Atmospheric Composition: Troposphere, Stratosphere, Mesosphere,
Thermosphere, Tropopause and Mesopause

1L

2. Energy balance: Conductive and Convective heat transfer, radiation heat
transfer, simple global temperature model [Earth as a black body, earth as
albedo], Problems.

1L

3. Green house effects: Definition, impact of greenhouse gases on the global
climate and consequently on sea water level, agriculture and marine food.
Global warming and its consequence, Control of Global warming. Earth’s heat
budget.

1L

4. Lapse rate: Ambient lapse rate Adiabatic lapse rate, atmospheric stability,
temperature inversion (radiation inversion).
Atmospheric dispersion: Maximum mixing depth, ventilation coefficient,
effective stack height, smokestack plumes and Gaussian plume model.

1L



5. Definition of pollutants and contaminants, Primary and secondary 1L

pollutants: emission standard, criteria pollutant.
Sources and effect of different air pollutants- Suspended particulate matter,
oxides of carbon, oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulphur, particulate, PAN.

6. Smog, Photochemical smog and London smog.
Depletion Ozone layer: CFC, destruction of ozone layer by CFC, impact of
other green house gases, effect of ozone modification.

1L

2

7. Standards and control measures: Industrial, commercial and residential air
quality standard, control measure (ESP. Cyclone separator, bag house,
catalytic converter, scrubber (ventury), Statement with brief reference).

1L

Chapter 4: Water Pollution and Control 8L
1. Hydrosphere, Hydrological cycle and Natural water. 1L

2. Pollutants of water, their origin and effects: Oxygen demanding wastes,
pathogens, nutrients, Salts, thermal application, heavy metals, pesticides,
volatile organic compounds.

2L

3. River/Lake/ground water pollution: River: DO, 5 day BOD test, Seeded
BOD test, BOD reaction rate constants, Effect of oxygen demanding wastes
on river[deoxygenation, reaeration], COD, Oil, Greases, pH.

1L

4.  Lake: Eutrophication [Definition, source and effect].
Ground water: Aquifers, hydraulic gradient, ground water flow (Definition
only)

1L

5. Standard and control: Waste water standard [BOD, COD, Oil, Grease],
Water Treatment system [coagulation and flocculation, sedimentation and
filtration, disinfection, hardness and alkalinity,softening]
Waste water treatment system, primary and secondary treatments [Trickling
filters, rotating biological contractor, Activated sludge, sludge treatment,
oxidation ponds] tertiary treatment definition.

2L

6. Water pollution due to the toxic elements and their biochemical effects:
Lead, Mercury, Cadmium, and Arsenic

1L

3

Chapter 5: Land Pollution 3L
1. Lithosphere; Internal structure of earth, rock and soil 1L

2.  Solid Waste: Municipal, industrial, commercial, agricultural, domestic,
pathological and hazardous solid wastes; Recovery and disposal method-
Open dumping, Land filling, incineration, composting, recycling.
Solid waste management and control (hazardous and biomedical waste).

2L

Chapter 5: Noise Pollution 2L
1. Definition of noise, effect of noise pollution, noise classification

[Transport noise, occupational noise, neighbourhood noise]
1L

2.  Definition of noise frequency, noise pressure, noise intensity, noise
threshold limit value, equivalent noise level, L10 (18 hr Index) , n Ld ,  Noise
pollution control.

1L

Chapter 6: Environmental Management 2L

1. Environmental impact assessment, Environmental Audit, Environmental
laws and protection act of India, Different international environmental treaty/
agreement/ protocol.

2L

Total Number Of Hours = 34L
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Subject Name: Basic Environment & Ecology Subject Code: HU401
Year: 2nd Year Semester: Fourth

Faculty In-Charge HOD, ME Dept.

Assignment:

Module-1.
1. Write short notes for the following:
(a) Flood (b) Landslides (b) Earthquake (c) Acid Rain

2. Suppose an anemometer at a height of 40 m above ground measure wind velocity =5.5 m/s.
Estimate the wind speed at an elevation of 500 m in rough terrain if atmosphere is unstable
(i.e., k = 0.2).

Module-2.
1. A BOD test is run using 50 ml of wastewater mixed with 100 ml of pure water. The initial
DO of the mixture is 6 mg/l and after 5 days it becomes 2 mg/l. After a long time, the DO
remains fixed at 1 mg/l.
(i)What is the 5 days BOD (BOD5)?
(ii)What is the ultimate BOD (BODu)?
(iii)What is the remaining BOD after 5 days?
(iv)What is the reaction rate constant measured at 20⁰C?
(v)What would be the reaction rate if measured at 35⁰C?

2. Draw the flow diagram for the following (a) Surface water treatment (b) Waste water
Treatment.

3. Draw the Oxygen sag curve.

Module-3.
1. a) If two machines produces sounds of 80 dB and 120 dB simultaneously, what will
be the total sound level.
b) Calculate the intensity of 100 dB sounds.

2. Write a report on the environmental problems related to an abandoned airport.
Mention various measures by which it can be used again for other purposes.
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Title of Course: Software Project Management Lab
Course Code: MCA491
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
1. To learn and understand system calls related to files, processes, signals, semaphores and

implement system programs based on that.
2. To provide an understanding of the design aspects of operating system.
3. To provide an efficient understanding of the language translation peculiarities by designing a

complete translator for a mini language.

Learning Outcomes: The students will have a detailed knowledge of the concepts of process and
shared memory, aware of a variety of approaches to process management and main-memory
management, including interference, deadlock, scheduling, fragmentation, thrashing, learn the basics
behind file systems and input output systems and understand the fundamentals of network and
distributed operating systems. Upon the completion of Operating Systems practical course, the
student will be able to:
 Understand and implement basic services and functionalities of the operating system using

system calls.
 Use modern operating system calls and synchronization libraries in software/ hardware

interfaces.
 Understand the benefits of thread over process and implement synchronized programs

using multithreading concepts.
 Analyze and simulate CPU Scheduling Algorithms like FCFS, Round Robin, SJF, and

Priority.
 Implement memory management schemes and page replacement schemes.
 Simulate file allocation and organization techniques.
 Understand the concepts of deadlock in operating systems and implement them in

multiprogramming system.
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Title of Course: Computer Graphics Lab
Course Code: MCA402
L-T Scheme: 0-0-3 Course Credits:2

Introduction:
This course presents an introduction to computer graphics designed to give the student an
overview of fundamental principles. It covers the fundamental concepts in creating graphical
images on the computer. Computer graphics uses ideas from Art, Mathematics, and Computer
Science to create images. Course work stresses the reduction of concepts to practice in the form
of numerous programming assignments. The course will include an overview of common
graphics hardware, 2D and 3D transformations and viewing, and basic raster graphics concepts
such as scan-conversion and clipping. Methods for modeling objects as polygonal meshes or
smooth surfaces, and as rendering such as hidden-surface removal, shading, illumination, and
shadows will be investigated.

Objectives:

This course is designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to computer graphics leading to
the ability to understand contemporary terminology, progress, issues, and trends. A thorough
introduction to computer graphics techniques, focusing on 3D modelling, image synthesis, and
rendering. We will look at raster scan graphics including line and circle drawing, polygon filling,
anti-aliasing algorithms, clipping, hidden-line and hidden surface algorithms including ray tracing
and, of course, rendering - the art of making photo realistic pictures with local and global
illumination models. The interdisciplinary nature of computer graphics is emphasized in the wide
variety of examples and applications.

Learning Outcomes:
Knowledge:

1. To know and be able to understand the core concepts of computer graphics.
2. To know and be capable of using OpenGL to create interactive computer graphics.
3. To know and be able to understand a typical graphics pipeline.
4. To know and be able to make interactive graphics applications in C++ using one or more

graphics application programming interfaces.
5. To know and be able to demonstrate an understanding of the use of object hierarchy in

graphics applications.
6. To know and be able to write program functions to implement visibility detection.
7. To know and be able to make pictures with their computer.
8. To know and be able to describe the general software architecture of programs that use 3D

computer graphics

Experiments:
1. Study of basic graphics functions defined in “graphics.h”
2. Write a program to draw a any geometrical figure.
3. Write a program to draw a line using Bresenham’s algorithm
4. Write a program to draw a line using DDA algorithm
5. Write a program to draw a line using Mid point algorithm
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6. Write a program to draw a circle using Midpoint algorithm
7. Write a program to draw a Ellipse using Midpoint algorithm

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
1. Intel based desktop PC with minimum of 166 MHZ or faster processor with at least 64 MB

RAM and 100 MB free disk space.
2. Turbo C or TC3 complier in Windows XP or Linux Operating System.

Text Books
1. Hearn, Baker – “Computer Graphics (C version 2nd Ed.)” – Pearson education
2. Z. Xiang, R. Plastock – “ Schaum’s outlines Computer Graphics (2nd Ed.)” – TMH
3. D. F. Rogers, J. A. Adams – “Mathematical Elements for Computer Graphics (2nd Ed.)” –TMH
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Title of Course: Multimedia Lab
Course Code: MCA492
L-T-P scheme: 0-0-3                                                                                      Course Credit: 2

Objectives:
1. This course is designed to maximize learning through the use of strategies such as outcome based

instruction, collaborative learning,
2. Contextual application and performance based assessment. Lecture material will consist of

discussion, diagrams, multimedia, and other
3. Educationally sound practices. Other activities will include hands-on utilization of multimedia

software. Demonstration and handout materials will be provided.
4. Students will be required to interact in class discussions, perform effective internet searches, and

prepare a simple interactive multimedia project.

Learning Outcomes: The students will have a detailed knowledge of the concepts of image editing
by adobe Photoshop, Creation of Animation by Macromedia Flash, Sound Editing by Sound Forge,
Video Editing by Premier and Web designing by HTML, DHTML etc.
Upon the completion of Operating Systems practical course, the student will be able to:
 Define multimedia to potential clients.
 Identify and describe the function of the general skill sets in the multimedia industry.
 Identify the basic components of a multimedia project
 Identify the basic hardware and software requirements for multimedia development and

playback

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Exercise No.1: ImageeditingusingtoolslikeAdobePhotoshop
Exercise No. 2: Soundcapturing&editingusingtoolslikeSOUNDFORGE
Exercise No. 3: Creating/editinganimation usingtoolslike FLASH
Exercise No. 4: Creating/editingmotionvideo usingtoolslike PREMIER
Exercise No. 6: Creation of Content using HTML (basic tags, table form, frame, link to other Image)
Exercise No. 7: Creating Style Sheet using DHTML
Exercise No. 8: Home page creation using DHTML and HTML

Text Book:
1. Adobe, AdobePhotoshop6.0: Classroominabook PearsonEd.
2. Anushka Wirasinha, Flash inaFlash-WebDevelopment, PHI
3. MacromediaFlash5fastandeasyWebDevelopment, Design, PHI
4. Castro, HTML4fortheWorldWideWeb, PearsonEd.
5. Schurman&Purdi, DynamicHTMLinAction, SecondEdition, PHI
6. Lozano,Multimedia- Sound&Video, PHI

Recommended Systems/Software Requirements:
1. Intel based desktop PC with minimum of 166 MHZ or faster processor with at least 64 MB RAM

and 100 MB free disk space.
2. Adobe Photoshop 6.0
3. Adobe Macromedia Flash.
4. Premier CS5.
5. Sound Forge 7.0
6. Web Browser (Internet Explorer / Mozilla/ Google Chrome)
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Title of Course: Advanced DBMS LAB
Course Code: MCA493
L-T-P Scheme: 0-0-3 Course Credits: 2

Objective:
- To get familiar with basic EER concepts (generalization and specialization)
- Study of ODL schema.
- Implement Abstract data type.

- To study varying array.
- Implement object Table.
- To study implementation of nested tables.
- To understand use of objects in member procedure.
- To study horizontal Partitioning
- To study horizontal Partitioning.
- To study semistructureddata.

Learning Outcomes:
• Ability to build normalized databases.
• Knowledge of Entity Relationship Modelling.
• Familiarity with SQL, embedded SQL and PLSQL, ODL schema.
• Familiarity with query processing and query optimization techniques.
• Understanding of Member procedure.,Partitioning on the tables.
• Ability to handle recovery and concurrency issues.
• Familiarity with XML commands.

Course Contents:
Exercises that must be done in this course are listed below:
Exercise No.1:Study of EER diagram.
Exercise No. 2:Study of ODL schema.
Exercise No. 3:Implement Abstract data type.
Exercise No. 4:Implement Varrays.
Exercise No. 5:Implement object Table.
Exercise No. 6:Implement Nested table.
Exercise No. 7:Implement Member procedure.
Exercise No. 8:Implement Member Function.
Exercise No. 9:Implement Partitioning on the tables.
Exercise No. 10:Study of XML commands.
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Lab Assignment 1
Title Study of EER diagram.

Objective To get familiar with basic EER concepts (generalization and
specialization)

References Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison
Wesley Fouth edition
Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
Database System concepts

Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
Database Systems, design, Implementation and management Peter Rob

and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
Introduction to database systems C.J Date Addison Wesley Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of➔basic ER model.
➔Specialization and generalization.

Theory A case study is being considered for studying EER concepts. The EER
model includes all modeling concepts of ER model, in addition to
that it includes concepts of subclass, superclass, specialization and
generalization. Another concept included is that of a category or
union type which is used to represent a collection of objects.

Sample
Output

A detailed EER diagram and information related to all the entity sets.

Post Lab
Assign
ment

Explain Generalization and specialization?
Constraints on Generalization and specialization?
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Lab Assignment 2
Title Study of ODL schema.

Objective To get familiar object structure, naming mechanism and ODL.
References Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and

NavatheAddisonWesleyFouth edition
Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
Database System concepts

Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter

Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley

Longman
Prerequisite Knowledge of➔ EER model.

DDL.
Rules for converting EER to ODL.

Theory Object is a triple (i,c,v) where i is unique identifier, c is type
constructor and v is object state. A type constructor may be an
atom, tuple, set, list, bag and array. There are 2 types of
objectstransient and persistent objects. Persistent object are
stored in database and persist after program termination. The
typical mechanism for making an object persistent are naming
and reachability. The naming mechanism involves giving an
object a unique persistent name through which it can be retrieved
in this and future programs.

Sample
Output

A ODL schema is written with reference to the case study.

Post Lab
Assign
ment

Explain  object identity and structure?
explain naming mechanism?
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Lab Assignment 3
Title Implement Abstract data type.

Objective To get familiar User defined data types.
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison

Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔basic data types.
➔basic DDL commands.

Theory ADT are the data types created by the programmer having subtypes. An
ADT of address may contain may attributes such as street_no, street_name,
city, State. Syntax for creating ADT is
create or replace type as object (attr1 datatype, attr2 datatype ...)
Steps to implement ADT
1. Create ADT for address.
2. Create table employee using ADT.
3. Describe structure of table and ADT.
4. Display all employees staying in mumbai.
5. Display address of all employees whose age is greater than  40.
6. Display cities of all employees.

Sample
Output

create or replace type addr as object(street_no number(3), street_name
varchar2(20),city varchar2(10), state varchar2(10));
Type created

Post Lab
Assignment

1. write short note on ADT?
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Lab Assignment 4

Title Implement Varrays.

Objective To study varying array.
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe

Addison
Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and
johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management
Peter Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔ADT.

Theory V arrays help in storing repeating attributes of a record in a single
row. V arrays have a defined lower value 0  and maximum could be
any valid number. collector such  as varying array allows repetition of
only those column values that change potentially storage values.
collectors are used to accurately represent relationship between data
type in the database object.
syntax is create type type_name as

varray(5) of datatype

Steps to implement Varray
1. Create varray for the item_code.
2. Create a table with attributes order_no and item.
3. Describe varray structure.
4. Display item code for order_no=1 .

Sample
Output

create type item_code as varray(5) of varchar2(20);
Type created.
create table order1(order_no number(5), item item_code); table
created.

Post Lab
Assignment

1. Short note on collector
andvarray.
2. Short note on inbuilt interfaces.
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Lab Assignment 5
Title Implement object Table.

Objective To study object creation and object structure.
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison

Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔object identity
➔object structure

Theory Each row within the object table has OIDan object identifier value. This is
system generated identifier which is being assigned at the time of a new
row insertion.
create type type_name as object(list of attributes)
create table table_name of
type_name To view OID of each
row select ref(a) from table_name
a

Sample
Output

select ref(a) from emp a;
ref(a)
00002802093B090D8F236BB39 CE 04000

Post Lab
Assignment

1. Explain object structure and object identity?
2. Different object structures?
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Lab Assignment 6
Title Implement Nested tables.

Objective To study implementation of  nested tables.
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and

NavatheAddisonWesleyFouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔ Object
table.
➔Varray.

Theory Varying array have a limited no. of entries, whereas nested tables have no
limit on the no. of entries per row. A nested table is a table within a table.
create type type_name as object (attribute1,attribute2,... )
create type tablename as table of type_name
create table table_name(attribute data type, attribute1 tablename) nested table
attribute1 store as project

Sample Output Create type proj as object(proj_code varchar2(20),proj_name
varchar2(20),remarks varchar2(20)); Type created.

Create type pront as table of proj;
type created

create table dept(dept_no number(5),dept_name
varchar2(20),dept_loc varchar2(20),projects pront) nested table
projects as project1; Table created.

Post Lab
Assignment

1. Short note on concept of nested tables?
2. Compare nested table and varrays?
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Lab Assignment 7
Title Implement Member procedure.

Objective To understand use of objects in member procedure.
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison

Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔PL/SQL

Theory Creating a member procedure
create or replace typename as object (attribute datatype member
procedure procedure_name (attribute in datatype) ...); Defining a
member procedure
create or replace type body typename as member procedure
procedure_name(attribute in datatype) is begin
Definition
partitioning end;
end;

Sample
Output

step 1: create or replace type T1 as object(ssn number(5),name
varchar2(20), member procedure change_name(name1 in varchar2)); Type
created
step 2: Create table tab of T1;
Type created
step 3:  create or replace type body T1 as
member procedure change_name(name1 in varchar2) is
begin name:=name1; end; end;

Post Lab
Assignment

1. Write short on member procedure.
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Lab Assignment 8
Title Implement Member Function.

Objective To study horizontal Partitioning
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison

Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔features of functions

Theory Syntax for creating  function create or replace objectname as

object ( attribute1,attribute 2... member function functionname

(parameter list) return datatype);

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION[SCHEMA.]FUNCTIONNAME
(ARGUMENT IN DATATYPE,...)RETURN DATATYPE {IS,AS}
VARIABLE DECLARATIONS;
CONSTANT DECLARATIONS;
BEGIN
PL/SQL SUBPROGRAM BODY;
EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION PL/SQL BLOCK;
END;

Sample
Output

Create or replace type animal_by as object (breed varchar2(25),name
varchar2(25),birthdate date member function AGE(bithdate in date) return
number); type created.

Create or replace AGE(birthdate date)
return number is
begin
return round(sgs_date_bithdate);
end; end;
function created

Post Lab
Assignment

1 .short note on functions
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Lab Assignment 9

Title Implement Partitioning on the tables.

Objective To study horizontal Partitioning .

References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison
Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔distributed databases
➔horizontal and vertical partitioning

Theory Partition improves overall performance but increases overhead on database
to search in each partition. Tables are easier to manage. Backup and
recovery operations may perform better.

Create table table_name(atrribute1,attribute2 ...)
partition by range(attribute)
(partition partitionname values less than(maxvalue),partition partition
values less than(maxvalue));

Sample
Output

Create table emp(emp_id varchar2(10),name varchar2(20))
partition by range(emp_id)
(partition part_id1 values less than(5),partition part_id2 values less
than(10));  table created

Post Lab
Assignment

1 .write short note on distributed databases.
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Lab Assignment 10
Title Implement XML command.

Objective To study semistructured data.
References 1. Fundamentals of Database Systems Elmari and Navathe Addison

Wesley Fouth edition
2. Database management Systems Raghu Ramakrishnan and johannes
Gehrke TMH
3. Database System concepts
Korth,Siberchatz,sudarshanMcGrawHillFouth edition
4. Database Systems,design,Implementation and management Peter
Rob and Carlos Coronel Thomson learning. Fifth edition
5. Introduction to database systems C.J Date AddisonWesley
Longman

Prerequisite Knowledge of
➔database
➔applets
➔html

Theory DTD(document type definition)
Any valid document conforming to DTD should follow the specified
structure:
1. name is given to the root tag and then to the elements and their
nested structure are specified.
2. a * means element can be repeated 0 or more times
3.A + element can be repeated one or more times
4.Any element appearing without any of the preceding symbols must appear
exactly once in the document.
eg
<! DOCTYPE projects [
<!ELEMENT projects(project+)>
<ELEMENT project(pname,number,dept_no,workers)>
<ELEMENT pname(#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT number(#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT dept_no(#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT workers(worker *)>
<ELEMENT eno(#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT ename(#PCDATA)>
]>
XSD(XML schema definition)
W3 specifies how to formally describe the element  in XML document. It
helps to verify that each item of content in a document adheres to the
description of the element in which the content is to be placed.
<xsd:schemaxmnls:xsd=”http://www.w3c.org/2001/XMLschema”>
<xsd:element name=”country” type=”country” >
<xsd:complex type name=”country” >
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=”name” type=”xsd:string” >
< /xsd:sequence>
< /xsd:complex type >
<xsd:schema>

Sample Output DTD and XSD studied
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